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'Free printouts' could be
no more after this year
Sessions said by eliminating
LAURABELLAMY
free
printouts and reducing the
Senior NIMSWriter
cost per copy, students will
After nearly two years of
actually be saving money.
debate, the "free"printout issue
"With the reduction in cost,
may be coming to a close.
by the time a student has
At Tuesday's Associated
made 88 copies, they will be
Students of Utah State
saving money instead of just
University meeting, council
getting 35 free copies and then
members will debate a bill that
paying a higher price for the
would eliminate all "free"print- rest of them," Sessions said.
outs at university computer
Accordingto Sessions, the
labs.
bill will not only benefit stuTo compensate for the elim- dents, but will also help the
ination of copies, the price of
computer labs.
printouts would be reduced
"Potentially,it would free up
from 5 cents to 3 cents, accord- $70,000 in funds," Sessions
ing to the bill.
said. "Those funds could go
At the meeting, which is at
towards buying software for
5:48 p.m. in the Taggart
Internet technologies, which
Student Center. Room 326, the
are more marketable skills for
ExecutiveCouncil will hold an
students."
open forum where interested
Accordingto Sessions,the
students will have a chance to
majority of requests Computer
express their opinions.
Services receives is for Internet
"If students have any views
related software. Computer
or opinions they want to talk
Services would spend additionabout, this is a time for them
al funds purchasing programs
to express their opinion: said
students are using to train
Kalem Sessions,engineering
themselves in Web design and
senator and the bill's sponsor.
technology,he said.
·students really
·computer
have a good
Serviceswould
opportunity here
also know their
'Potentiallyit
to influence the
exact cost better
wouldfreeup
student governand so they're
ment's decision."
$70,000in funds. able to plan their
The printout
budget,· Sessions
Thosefunds could said. "They can
issue has been a
topic of debate
better utilize
go towardsbuying then
for two years
funds if it is at 3
because of the
cents."
softwarefor
number of stuAccordingto
Internettechnolo- Sessions,
dents it affects,
Sessions said.
Computer
gies,whichare
Last year's
Services has had a
Executive
moremarketable fluctuating budget
Council voted to
in the past
skillsfor students.' because the numreduce the number of copies
ber of students
from 100 to 35
using "free· print• SHANESES.SIGNS
•
in order to wean
outs varies each
ASUSU
students off of
semester.
ENGINEERING
SENATOR
the •free" print"They never
outs.
know how many
Accordingto Sessions,this
kids will use all of the copies or
bill will finish what last year's
not even touch them," Sessions
council began.
said. "It makes it difficult for
One reason students have
them to calculate an actual
been so upset about the reduc- budget."
tion of "free· printouts is
Sessions said the student
because they are losing a serforum will,hopefully, answer
vice their computer fee goes
any questions students have as
toward. Accordingto Sessions.
well as allowing them to
this is not true.
express their opinions.
"The printouts were never
·1 see this idea evolvingas
free in the first place,"Sessions people think of new ways to
said. ·computer services never
better handle the situation,"
made room in their budget for Sessions said. "Students can
them."
help us with that."
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Staff Writer

"Blissfull light" and assorted other
benefits of meditation were described
Saturday morning by two ordained
Buddhist monks.
Barbara Smith and Stacey Schindler
taught a beginning meditation class and
shared the importance of it in their
own lives.
Smith and Schindler met in a meditation class. They now travel around
independently sharing meditation with
others.
·it has changed my life," Smith said.
"I like my life to be happy, I like to
experience joy and ecstasy, I like my life
to work out."
Meditating allows a person to tap
into the light within every person, she
said.
The technique they taught is called
Chakra Meditation. They said there are
seven chakras, or doorways. However,
because it's such a large topic, they
focused on three chakras: the navel
center, for power; the heart center, for
love and balance and the third eye center, for wisdom.
These doorways release kundalini energy located at the base of the spine,
they said. This energy is said to protect
the physical body. The energy one gets
from the chakras help in careers, relationships, school and day-to-day life,
they said.
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Tuition increase won't go to faculty
LARA GALE

Staff Writer

Utah students will be paying
4 percent more for tuition next
year. but this won't provide any
faculty salary increase beyond
what the legislature approved
at this year's session.
The legislature granted higher education $31.5 million.
including a nearly 5 percent
salary increase. This falls short
of the $43 million requested by
the Board of Regents to bring
salaries up to par. but is high
enough that students have to
pay 4 percent rather than 3
percent more in tuition this
year to help pay for it The legislature requires that tuition
increases pay for at least one
quarter of annual higher education compensation increases.
In addition, fees were raised
by 3 percent, a figure defended
by Associated Students of Utah
State University officers who
could have raised them an
additional 1 percent to match
the tuition increase.

All together. a resident stusaid. He said tuition is rarely
dent taking 15 credit hours
increased just enough to match
next year will pay $97366
inflation.
tuition, $74.84 more than last
The national cost of higher
year. and $228 in fees for a
education increased 5.8 percent
total of
last year.
$1,201.66 per
Gogue said.
semester,
However.
according to
this number
$973.66 ~ost of tuitionfor is generally
the 2000-2001
Tuition and
15 creditsFallSemester2000
assumed
Fee Schedule.
high
The Board
$74.84 -Additional amount because priof Regents con- studentswillhaveto payfor tuition vate schools
sidered three
are figured
FallSemestercomparedto this
factors to come semester
in and often
up with the 4
raise costs
percent
at a higher
$228 - Currentlyplannedcost rate than
increase: inflation, the
public
of studentfeesnextyear(somefee
national cost of increases
schools.
willbe put to a student
higher educaGogue
votethissemester)
tion and the
said in the
fall the
needs of higher $1,201.66 - Totalcostper
education, said
Board of
Jay Gogue.
semester
for 2CXXJ..2C()1
schoolyear Regents
USU provost.
looked at
Inflation
raising
was low this year and alone
tuition somewhere between
would have required only a 2
those two numbers and came
percent tuition increase, Gogue up with a 3 percent increase.

Concerned this would not
be enough of an increase to
provide needed funds for salary
equity. ASUSUofficers attempted to be proactive and offer
that USU students pay an even
higher percentage - if the state
would match it and send every
penny back to USU for staff
and faculty salary equity. The
state legislature rejected their
plan. Gogue said.
In the future USU might
look at increasing student
tuition higher than the
statewide increase to help with
salary equity if it can be sure
the extra revenue will come
only to USU and not be sent
into the pot for all nine of
Utah's institutions. said Blythe
Ahlstrom, USU assistant
provost.
All revenue generated by
state higher education tuition
is allocated by the legislature,
with a certain percentage being
sent to each school, so there is
no way to guarantee any extra
revenue created at USU would
return to USU. Gogue said.

Alumni Association to host etiquette dinner
KATHRYN SUMMERS

Staff Writer

The Utah State University
Student Alumni Association
will sponsor an etiquette dinner Wednesday to help students learn or brush up on
the appropriate behavior for
a business-type meal.
"People get more and
more casual in their dining
habits at home and they
don't know how to handle a
formal dinner." said Patty
Halaufia, alumni director of
major events who will be a
hostess at the dinner .
The dinner will include a
social cocktail hour, a fourcourse meal and instruction
on proper manners followed
by a question and answer
session.
Halaufia wants students to
learn that the purpose of a
cocktail hour is to meet people, not eat. She will cover
some of the more elementary dining manners such as
how to eat a hard roll and
soup, which silverware to use
when and how to excuse
one's self during a meal.
She will also talk about
appropriate attire for a business meeting and give exam-

The Alumni Association offersstudents the opportunity to learn properetiquetteand socialskills at the table.

pies.
Employers will often take
potential employees to dinner to see how their social
skills are. Halaufia suggested
that any student in the job
market learn proper etiquette.
Table manners used to be
taught in the home, but fam-

Manhattan monks visit USU, share art of meditation
JESSICAWARREN

March

The songs they used for the class
were designed for Utah, a place
described by Smith as a power place an easy place to meditate .
When in meditation, the idea is to
stop thought and focus, Schindler said.
"We're so conditioned to think, that's
all we do," Schindler said.
Focusing is the key to meditation,
whether it be a candle flame, a flower. a
rock or whatever one chooses . Fifteen
minutes is a good time to start out
with, Schindler said.
Smith and Schindler said to be
relaxed but poised and alert to avoid
falling asleep. Sitting cross-legged on
the floor or in a chair using a cushion is
helpful. The meditator should also keep
his or her back straight, Smith said.
Meditating in the morning is best.
according to Schindler. Other optimal
times are at sunset or just before bed,
she said.
·1 never leave the house with0ut
meditating." Schindler said.
Showering just before meditating is
good because it refreshes the body
making it easier to concentrate,
Schindler said .
Also. meditating right after a big
meal is not a good idea because it
makes it more difficult to focus with
your stomach digesting. Also, it is best
to create a place to meditate each time
- one that is welcoming and "pretty,"
Schindler said, is best.
The effects of meditation on these

two women have changed their lives,
they said.
"I was a dependent female and then
I started meditating and I realized I
could be anything," Smith said.
"Meditation takes away the limits."
"Every day its like a lifetime goes by.
You change so rapidly." Schindler said.
"You're able to do things that you otherwise would never think you could do."
She said it puts clarity into her life
and purifies the negativity .
Both Schindler and Smith encouraged empowerment.
"There's nothing wrong with making
money, there's nothing wrong with having sex." Schindler said.
They said money gives freedom from
worries and stress in life. And meditation helps give direction in life. It
changes the definition of who you think
you are, they said.
"You're not so much categorized into
your likes and dislikes," Schindler said .
Instead of reacting to a situation and
going into a state of confusion, one can
choose to go to a place of light, she ·
said.
Meditation, according to Smith and
Schindler, is a vital part of their lives
that brings them peace . It helps them
bring their consciousness to a state of
light.
"Light's essence is bliss," Smith said.
For more information about meditation, e-mail Smith and Schindler at
manhattan _meditation@yahoo.com.

ily dinner is becoming a
thing of the past, she said.
There is no opportunity to
learn what is appropriate.
This dinner can help people
who feel clumsy in a social
setting.
Even if people feel they
have good manners and
know it all, this dinner would

be a good memory refresher,
Halaufia said .
Everyone is welcome. but
it is necessary to RSVP. Call
797-2053 before noon on
Tuesday if you are interested
in attending the dinner. It
will be Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in the USU Alumni House.
The cost is $8 per person .

Students
to voteon feeincrease
to say something about it."
When students log on to
vote for ASUSU candidates, a
question will appear at the
This year the Associated
Students of Utah State
end asking them to approve
the new measure , said Public
University elections have a
Relations Vice President
full ballot with a new student
Christina
fee being put to a
Domichel. The
student-wide
vote needs a 50
vote right along
VOTE
percent approval
with the student
of all those who
government canThe actual ballot
vote to pass.
didates.
will read:
"It then goes
The proposed
'I agreeto the proposal to (President
fee is a $3.50
increase for stuthat students taking George H.
Emert) just like
dents taking 1 to
1 to 6 credits, pay the tons of other
6 credits. It will
things that comentitle part-time
Music and Theatre
mittees pass,"
students to free
Department Concerts Malouf said.
admission to all
"But, we do
USU music
fee (currently being
already have the
department produced concerts
paid by students taking support of the
administration."
and USU theatre
productions.
7 creditsor more). This
According to
According to
fee is $3.50 for those the proposer of
the fee. Stan
Student Advocate
Matt Malouf,
taking 1 to 6 credits.' Albrecht. the
new funds will
because the fee is
also help to
new, it must be
increase the number of per put to a general student vote.
formances as well as the qual·we have student votes for
ity.
anything that is considered a
"This request will allow us
new fee," Malouf said. •Ifwe
have a new fee. then students
Jumpto Errs,Page3
should have the opportunity
LAURA BELLAMY

Senior News Writer
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Putin headed for sure victory
MOSCOW (AP)- Vladimir Putin
right victory and avoid a second
appeared headed for a narrow victory
round against the next highest vote
Monday in Russia's presidential elecwinner. Communist chief Gennady
tion after a surprisingly strong showZyuganov was second with 30.51 pering by the Communists threatened to
cent.
force him into a runoff vote.
The state-run RTR television netWhile Putin would almost certainly work predicted an outright Putin vicwin a second round. it
tory with no runoff vote.
would have been a humLiberal economist Grigory
'I'm tiredof all this Yavlinsky was projected to
bling setback for the forthird place with
mer KGB officer. who has
disorder.When take
soared from nowhere to
about 7 percent of the
become the nation's most
Putin takescharge vote.
popular politician in a few
Zyuganov accused the
of something,he government of falsifying
months. Putin's call to
strengthen the authority
results, saying the
takesit to theend.' the
of the state and the secuCommunist vote was
rity forces worried some
more than 40 percent.
•VLADIMIRPRISHCHE.V•
There were no immediate
Russians. who fear the
country's democratic
PUTINSUPPORTIR
reports on the fairness of
the election from internareforms could be rolled
tional monitors.
back.
With 59 percent of the vote from
"They have set up a zone of blanSunday·s election counted by early
ket fraud to cheat citizens." Zyuganov
Monday. Putin had 50.67 percent of
said.
the vote. just enough to ensure outPutin looked likely to fall well short

of his campaign's hopes for a huge
victory and a strong mandate for his
call to impose strong government at
home and to revive Russia as a global
power.
Putin's campaign may have suffered from the widespread assumption that he would win. convincing
many of his supporters that there was
no need to vote. But the fairly strong
vote for Zyuganov was also seen as a
protest by Russians unhappy about
Putin's apparently inevitable victory.
Putin, looking relaxed, said he was
confident of victory as he voted at a
Moscow polling station. "Tomorrow is
Monday, a hard day. and I will have to
go to work," he said.
Putin later acknowledged the
Communists had done well despite
their cash-strapped campaign and
that his government would have to
take popular discontent into account.
"That means that our policy must

> 500arrested
during
Belarus
protest
MINSK. Belarus (AP) - More than 100 opposition activists
remained in custody Sunday after a raucous demonstration that
saw police club protesters with nightsticks, beat journalists and
send armored cars into the capital, an opposition group said.
Police detained more than 500 people during Saturday's
demonstration , the Belarus Popular Front said. The arrests came
after thousands of people broke from a prearranged protest area
and moved toward a central square, sparking a melee.
Central Minsk was sealed off, and hundreds of police poured
in to disperse the demonstrators. Some protesters hid in stores
lining the chaotic street. Police hit and arrested journalists who
were covering the event.
Authorities did not release information on detentions, but
the Popular Front said Sunday that police were still holding
more than 100 protesters and would press charges on Monday .
Popular Front leader Vyantsuk Vyachorka said one prominent
opposition politician - Anatoly Lebedko. a deputy speaker in
the opposition-controlled shadow parliament - was severely
beaten and was still in police custody Sunday.
Meanwhile, the Belarus Association of Journalists said Sunday
that 27 reporters were arrested during the street fighting. The
group said it will sue the Interior Ministry for the rough treatment. the !TAR-Tassnews agency reported .
Opposition leaders have announced a series of rallies this
spring to protest President Alexander Lukashenko's autocratic
rule and plans to merge his country with Russia.

OPEC
.nearse:onsensus
on oil output> Gaspricesupa halfcentin twoweeks
~~·

VIENNA,Austria (AP}OPEC oil ministers were
close to reachinga consensus Sunday on the need to
boost output to rein in ~1loping petroleum prices
and mollify the United
States and other oil-importing nations,
Although the ministers
refused to confirm the size
or timing of any such
increase, Kuwait's oil minister, Sheikh Saud Nasser alSabah, said OPEC is likely
to raise itsofficial produc- .
tion by as much as 1.7 million barrels of crude a day.
The 11 ministers from
th,~,9r~aUf-tiQn, p{:~~'.
Perroleurn Expoct~g :':
<;&untfl~~,wi,)lm~t
1
Monday to ded'de w~etne1
to extend cuts in output
made in 1998 and 1999
that have propelled oil

pricesto theirhigbestlevels . •··· Anyofficialincrease
since the PersianGulf War. wouldnot be as largeas it

ing nations replenish their
meager oil inventories and
The United States is
may seem because of the
simultaneously meet higher
hoping for an even bigger
more than 1 million ··unof- · seasonal needs for gasoline.
increase. in production tfum ficial" barrels that OPEC
The United States has
what appeared to be under ···members are currently
been lobbying hard for a
discussion. High prices for
pumping each day. This
production increase to stagasoline and home heating &eating on production
bilize domestic fuel prkes
oil havebecome a hotpolit~ quotas means that a daily
that recently hit nine-year
highs.
ical issue in this American
increase of 1.7 million bar•
election year, and
rels would add only a bout
American tnotorists now
Washington has applied
600,000 barrels of actual
pay an average of $1.59 per
intense diplomatic pressure
new oil to the market
gallon for unleaded gasotQ try to persuade OPEC
OPECproduces more
line, an increase of nearly
60 cents since prices botmember countries to open
than 26 million barrels of
theirtapsfurther.:....,
.. crude each day,or about 35 tomed out at 99.8 cents per
OPEC ministersmet pri~ · percent of the world's supgallon in February 1999,
vately in small groups in an ply.
according to a Lundberg
effort to resolve differences
The United States and
Survey of 10,000 U.S.gas
stations released Saturday. , ~
ahead of Monday~ semian- , ottier .oil-importing counnual meeting. . ·
•
tries are hoping OPEC will
Analysts wamof possible .
hortages and SZ-a•gallon • u
"'!f.earearriW)g
~~
· raiseP,roduction by 2 milconsensus," Venezuelan 011' llon-2.~ million barrels per
gas, already appearing in
Minister Ali Rodrigueztold day.Manyindustryanalysts some areas, during the
reporters at a downtown
worry that OPEC won't pro- peak driving season this
hotel.
duce enough to let consum~ summer.

•

LOS ANGELES(AP) - Gasoline prices edged up a mere half a
cent in the past two weeks, and the increases may be coming to
an end, an industry analyst said Saturday .
The average retail price of all grades of gasoline , including
taxes, was about $1.59 per gallon as of Friday, an increase of
only a half cent from March 10, according to the Lundberg
Survey of 10.000 stations nationwide.
Crude oil prices are down, which affects all petroleum products. analyst Trilby Lundberg said. But she warned that when
demand for gas increases rises, prices usually do, too.
"This could be the end or just a lull in the price hikes," she
said. "Spring and summer demand for gasoline could be an up
factor for the price of gasoline apart from the prices for crude
•
oil."
While the nationwide average cost of gas rose half a penny.
there are starkly different regional trends . For example, "Prices
are down more than 6 cents in the Midwest but up nearly a
dime in the West," Lundberg said.
Prices at self-service stations averaged nearly $1.55 for regular
unleaded gasoline, $1.64 for mid-grade and $1.75 for premium.
Full-service prices were about $1.84 for regular, $1.93 for miagrade and $2.01 for premium.

>Visorversus
Palminhandhefd
electronics
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)- The hot market for handheld electronic devices has rested in one company's Palm for years.
Upstart challenger Handspring Inc. hopes people will see another world of possibilities when the Visor appears Monday in
stores nationwide .
Handspring's electronic personal organizer has been selling
briskly on the Internet since last fall. Add-ons called
"Springboards" are planned to turn it into everything from a
phone to a digital camera to a music player.
Monday's move into wider circulation is Visor's first serious
test.
"We've got some explaining to do ... about how we're really
different," said Greg Woock. Mountain View-based Handspring's
vice president of North American sales.
"The biggest differentiator, the thing that makes us not like
any other device, is our Springboard expansion slot. It pops in
and out of the back of the Visor and allows you to extend the
software and hardware capabilities."
More than a dozen such products are in development for the
Visor, although only three - a golf game, extended memory and
backup module - are currently available. Modules that can turn
the device into a cellular phone and pager are expected by
Christmas. Handspring executives say.
First up is the $149 base Visor model with 2 megabytes of
memory that can store 6,000 addresses, 3,000 appointments and
200 e-mail messages. A model with 8 megabytes of memory ,
doubling the storage capacity, sells for $249.
Palm also faces a fresh assault from Microsoft Corp., whose
Windows CE failed to catch on as an alternative to the Palm
operating system. A slimmed-down Windows CE version called
PocketPC will be in new devices shipping in mid-April.

Probeintocultdeaths1nUganda
hampered
bylogistics
RUGAZI,Uganda (AP)- The investigation into the suspicious deaths of at
le9st 490 members of a Christian
doomsday sect was tangled in logistical
confusion Sunday as a leading legislator
speculated that sect leaders were
behind the deaths.
Local police guarded a half-open
grave at the sect's remote compound in
southwestern Uganda, awaiting the
arrival of a pathologist from the capital
of Kampala and investigators from a
nearby town to continue exhuming the
burial pit.
But Uganda's chief pathologist never
left the capital, police said.
"Logisticswere a problem," police
spokesman Mugenyi Assuman said by
telephone from Kampala.
Meanwhile, a team of investigators
standing by for the pathologist in

Rukungiri, 19 miles from the compound, were never informed of the
delay.
Senior Ugandan officials have quoted a 17-year-old sect member as saying
the sect's two top leaders - Cledonia
Mwerinde, 40, and Joseph Kibweteere.
68 - may have fled the area March 17,
when a fire in a sect church killed 330
members. Those reports are unconfirmed.
The deaths in the village of Kanungu
were initially viewed as a mass suicide.
However, officials, police and villagers
have speculated that the two leaders
fled as the sect grew increasingly divided over the fact that the world did not
end Dec. 31 as was predicted and wanted back their belongings, which they
had surrendered on joining the sect.
Jim Muhezi, a leading member of

parliament and a onetime head of
Uganda's internal security agency. theorized Saturday that sect leaders cracked
down viciously on the defiant. poisoning some, and urging the mass suicide
to curb further defections.
Muhezi had also criticized the investigation into the deaths of hundreds of
members of the Movement for the
Restoration of the Ten
Commandments.
Asked by reporters why 153 bodies
in a sect compound in nearby Buhunga
were exhumed and hastily reburied
Friday without being identified, Muhezi
replied: "You're guess is as good as
mine. It's a poor investigative job."
Authorities in this East African
nation say their probe has been ham pered by lack of equipment, vehicles
and staff.
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> Kingdome
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to make
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forothers
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MARCH
MIDNIGHT
MADNESS

9/air8c5tudio
A Full Service Salon

LOOK FOR THE SPOTLIGHT
FREE SODA & POPCORN
From
7 p.m.-1 a.m.

•$1 Tans
Live Broadcast
• 1/2 Price Haircuts
from 94.5 VFX!
•$5 Mini Massages
•$5 Mini Facials
•$5 Mini Manicures
• Free Parafin Hand Waxes

1451 North200 East•

Suite170 •Logan.UT• 787-0707

SEATTLE{AP)- The Kingdome. which went from engineering marvel to anachronistic eyesore in just 24 years, was demol ished in a controlled implosion Sunday to make room for a new,
more expensive stadium .
Thousands of spectators cheered from office towers and h_illsides around the city as a series of blasts crumbled the massive
concrete structure into a mound of rubble and dust.
"It sent chills down your spine . Forget TV, you had to be here
to see it," said John Geoffrey of Amazon.com, whose headquarters overlooks the site.
Sparks from a 21.6-mile web of detonation cord flick~red over
the ribbed surface of the dome, followed by 5,800 gelatm dynamite charge explosions. The 25.000-ton roof collapsed into a billowing dust cloud in less than 20 seconds .
.
"It just happened so fast. Everyone started clappmg. They
were just gasping and yelling and clapping," said Susan Clark,
one of about 130 people who watched the implosion at a fundraiser from the 11th floor of the nearby Smith Tower.
"The little flashes of light going down between each section
(of the roof) like lightning bolts - that was pretty exciting," said
Cheryl Winchester. 33.
The Kingdome - dubbed the mushroom, the concrete cupcake and other less charitable terms over the years - was completed in 1976 at a cost of $67 million. The Seahawk~ made their
debut in the Kingdome that year. and baseball's Manners
arrived a year later.
The dome was a necessity in the Rainy City, but fans complained that the concrete stadium was too small for football and
not intimate enough for baseball .
..
What's more. it leaked. And in 1994, four 15-pound ceilmg
tiles crashed into the stands just hours before a Mariners· game.
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> Student
Services

conducts
stresstest
Student Serviceswill be
conducting a stress test of
the computer registration
system today from 8 a.m. to
9:45 a.m. The goal of the
test is to replicate the load
which the IBM mainframe
experienced during the
peak Spring 2000 registration period. The computer
center has made some
changes since then and
would like to see if the
problem is now resolved.
Students Serviceswould
appreciate the help of students and faculty in conducting this test All are
encouraged to log on to the
QUAD system at this time
to change their current
addresses and look up
grades.

> HASS
Senator

candidates
signup

Homeless?

Tents line sidewalksand roadsaroundcampusreservingspacesfor A~sociatedStudents of Utah State Universitycandi-

dates. Candidatesaregearingup for the last weekof campaigningbeforeWednesdayand Thursday's final election.

Attorney, detective frustrated at silence in abuse case
LOGAN, Utah (AP)- Since Jay
abused them or their sons, Peterson
Toombs was charged with sexual
said.
abuse, Logan Police Detective Rod
"They've forgiven him. They
Peterson says he has received more
believe him, that he's repented, "
than a dozen calls from other alleged Peterson said.
victims and their parents.
Wyatt had considered charging a
Peterson said some claims date
West Valley City counselor and two
back 20 years. But what frustrates
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Peterson and Cache County Attorney
Saints bishops for failing to report
Scott Wyatt is that so many people
the abuse, but did not.
did not tell police earlier.
Clergymen aren't required by law
"Pedophiles repeat. That much we
to report abuse when they learn of it
know," said Wyatt.
from a perpetrator. but are if they
Toombs was charged in February
hear about it elsewhere, Wyatt said.
with three counts of aggravated sexuHad the four-year statute of limial abuse of a child, a first-degree
tations not lapsed, Wyatt said he
felony. stemming from allegations
would have charged against Vickie
that he fondled a boy over three
Cooper. a substance abuse counselor
years untjl the ,bo_y'sparen,ts foun9 rl . /lt
U~ah Boys Ranch who runs
O
out in 1994. 1
' Ii ~ L
self.i.1rnptoi/ement workshoP.s on
This month , Toombs was charged ~"lli'weektfodr with failing to report the
'Y{ith;;~iJJally,
ilb~itlg another child I abuse .
in 1989.
Wyatt said Cooper heard many
Toombs and his attorney. Gil
times that Toombs was abusing boys;
Athay, wouldn 't comment. Toombs is
Cooper denies it. She said she heard
free on bond. awaiting a preliminary
of one incident in the 1980s. before
hearing in on Wednesday.
she knew Toombs, and was not obligA former Scoutmaster and private
ated to report it.
investigator who taught clogging
"He is not a predator . He's a very
dance classes, Toombs is well-liked,
loving father," Cooper said. "He has
even by some who claimed he once
had problems in the past. As far as

Tb~

I'm concerned he has taken care of it sure a counselor notified authorities
legally. spiritually ... in every possible
in 1997.
way."
But the mother said she told
The mother of the boy allegedly
Bryner of the abuse four years earliabused for three years said she and a
er.
counselor from Mormon Social
The earlier investigation by the
Services reported Toombs to police
sheriff's office was dropped . Wyatt
late last year. And she said she told
said the deputy said he was unable to
Cooper. two bishops and Toomb's
substantiate allegations that Toombs
family between 1991 and 1999.
kissed and fondled a 12-year-old boy.
"I didn't want to see him go to
That boy's mother said Toombs
prison . I wanted him to get help," she was always "too good to be true."
said. "I was always told to be patient
"He was always coming to get him,
with Jay, he was a good man . I was
wanting him to be his son, wanting
even given priesthood blessings that I him to stay overnight."
had been chosen to help him."
Jerry Toombs. Jay Toombs' brother
The bishops told her that church
and a Mormon stake president, said
officials decided Toombs didn't need
he and his father were never warned
to be reported as long as he was
about his brother's allegecl abuse .
repentant and 11ettingprofessfonal t••
Keetch said'JerrfTdomtis ·was' to.Id
-t help: the m'oth~r said. • .. , l
, ~· J .. , of susp,tons,
but le~rn,~ tp~t !aW
, I 11 1
The bishops referred questions to
ednforcement ~d ~lre'a.dy twestiga\ :.
church attorney Von Keetch, who
e .
said the bishops acted appropriately
Last year , Jerry Toombs made a
and made sure local law enforcement
controversial recommendation that
knew of the abuse , although neither
convicted child abuser Shonn M.
called police.
Ricks be allowed to serve a Mormon
Keetch said one, Robert Owens,
mission after spending 14 months in
knew the Cache County Sheriff's
prison . The mission caII was withOffice investigated Toombs in 1989
drawn after the victim's father comand the second, Brent Bryner, made
plained.

Self-described Gypsy leader sues state's motor vehicles division
SALTLAKECITY (AP) - A selfdescribed leader of 200 Gypsies 'in
Utah says state automobile officials
are trying to ·eradicate· his family
by ruining its reputation as car dealers.
Jimmy Marks and 19 family members filed a multimillion-dollar lawsuit in federal court this month .
alleging the Motor Vehicle
Enforcement Division violated the
group's civil rights. The purported

violations culminated with a raid on
nine Gypsy homes a year ago.
In March 1999, the state raided
nine Gypsy homes in Salt Lake and
Weber counties . Marks' lawsuit
claims armed officers rousted halfnaked sleeping women from their
beds, groped and leered at them .
He claims they put a gun to the
head of a 78-year-old man, causing a
stroke several days later, and pointed
guns at Marks granddaughters.

And he says MVED officers took
family photo albums, jewelry, cash,
and gold coins, which have disap peared .
Deputy Davis County Attorney
William McGuire, who participated
in the searches of three Salt Lake
County homes , called the lawsuit
allegations ·totally incredible."
·1 was there. Nothing like that
occurred ... The officers were gentlemen, and there were female officers

present," said McGuire in a copyright story in The Salt Lake Tribune
on Sunday.
State officials compare Marks'
group to a sort of mafia , investigating the group for alleged racketeering and fraud.
"The lawsuit is an attempt by an
organized-crime organization to stop
us from doing our jobs: said MVED
Capt. Kent Jorgensen. "But it's not
going to work."

FEES

said.
According to Malouf, the proposed
creation of a Student Recreation
Center will also go to a student vote,
but not for another month. That vote
has been moved from the final elections to April 12 to 13.
According to Malouf, the vote was
moved because ASUSUhadn't received

enough information from the developers and because it wanted more time
to inform students .
·we understood that we might lose
voters if we moved it, but it wouldn't
have been ready for a vote: Malouf
said. "Another consideration we took
into account was that we wanted students to understand what this was all

about. even if it took more time."
Students can get a ballot to vote by
going to the ASUSUhome page at
www.usu.edu/ ~asusutsc/ home .html
An additional fee increase to go to
the Student Recreation Center will be
put to a student vote in April. Look for
more fee increase information in an
upcoming issue of the Statesman.

Continuedfrom Page1
to maintain and increase the quality
of existing programs offered to students in the face of rising production
costs. royalties and licenses in the four
years since the fee was proposed: he

The HASSSenator race
now has five candidates
and primary voting will
take place this week. The
candidates are Bradley W.
Armstrong, Jeff Crockett.
Myke Bybee, Janalyn
Hillam and Sarah Dallof.
For bios of the candidates.
see Page 14.

> ASUSU
primary
elections
results
The results for the
ASUSU Primary Elections
are as follows:

AthleticsVicePresident
• Michael Shipley- 382
• Jake Chase - 372
• Clark Jessop - 299

GraduateStudiesVice
President
• Eric B. Worthen - 25
• Sam Winward - 20
• Robert Fanchowiak - 9

Colle~ of Agriculture

Senato
•
•
•
•

C

Katie Jo Collett - 40
Rachel Porter - 27
Scott Wangsgard - 17
Alan Spaulding - 5

Collegeof ScienceSenator
•
•
•
•

Brandon Hart - 58
Chad Bingham - 45
Nate Ostler - 17
Andrew Allen - 16

The top two candidates
in each office will go on to
the final elections, which
will take place this week.

> Environmental

journalist
to speak
JoAnn Valenti,a BYU
professor and environmental journalist. will speak as
part of the Media and
Society Lecture Series
Tuesday.
Valenti will speak from
12:30to 1:30 p.m. in the
EcclesConference Center
Auditorium. She will be
speaking about the role of
gender in journalism,
specificallyenvironmental
journalism.
Valenti is the founder of
the Society of
Environmental Journalists..

Briefscompiled
by

PolicesLoTTER

USlJAND5TAJBM4NSrAfr

Informationdetailedin this sectionis a Statesman staffreportobtainedfrom USU Policeincidentreports.
Friday, March 17

• An individualreportedthetheftofa
Coca-Cola
machinefromthe Taggart
StudentCenter.

m

*
-I

•Policerespondedto the Jones
EducationBuildingon the reportof
someindividualsrunning in the building.

Saturday, March 18

Monday, March 20

• Policeresponded
to the reportofan
injuredindividualat thefieldwestof the
HPERBuilding.Theindividualwastransportedby ambulance
to LoganRegional
Hospitalforfurthertreatment.

• Policerespondedto a vehiclethat slid
on a patchof iceand struck a parked
vehicle.
• A dog was seen in a parkedvehicle
with all the windowsup.

• Policerespondedto a kitchenfire that
was extinguishedin Merrill Hall prior
to policenotification.

Thursday, March 23

• Policewerecontactedconcerningdamage that was doneto an Aggie shuttle.
Damageis estimatedat $800.

• An individualcomplainedthat someone in Valley View Tower'sparkinglot • A childwas reportedmissing.He was
was makingunnecessarynoisethat was locatedand returnedto his father.
disturbingthem.Policerespondedto the
area,but wereunableto locatethe indi- • Policereceiveda reportof skateboardvidual.
ers in the ParkingTerrace.Threeindividuals werewarnedof the policyon
Wednesday, March 22
campusregardingskateboards,
• Policereceiveda reportof an abanrollerbladesand bicycles.
donedbicycleon Old Main Hill.

• Individualswith stunt bicycleswereseen
enteringthe VeterinaryScienceBuilding. Tuesday, March 21
• An individualwas seenon campus
who had beenbannedfrom it.
• Policewerenotifiedof an elderlylady
• Policereceivedan emergencycall
whohadfaintedin theSpectrum.Shewas
transported
toLoganRegionalHospitalfor • Policerespondedto a reportof an odor reportingthat an individuallost conof marijuanain Mountain View Tower. sciousnessin Old Main, Room201.
furthertreatment.

If you haveany informationabout
theseor any oflrercrimes,contactthe
USU Policent 797-1939 or to remain
nnonymous,call 797-5000.
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And the Oicar- aoei to. • •
'American Beauty' tal<ing home top honors at 72nd awards
nominee for 1969's Midnight
Cowboy. saying: "You're a great
actor, but a better father"
Kevin Spacey won his second
Pop star Phil Collins scored the
Academy Award Sunday night for
best original song award for his senplaying an alienated suburban hustimental "You'llbe in My Heart"
band in American Beauty. and
from the animated Disney film
Hilary Swank. who portrayed a
Tarzan. It was his first win in three
woman passing as a man in Boys
nominations.
Don't Ciy, won best actress.
Collins thanked his three children who, he said. "really wrote this
Michael Caine. the kindly
orphanage headmaster in The Cider song for me."
House Rules. won his second best
The award followed a rousing
supporting actor Oscar at the 72nd
performance of the bawdy "Blame
Canada" from South Park: Bigger,
Academy Awards. Angelina
Jolie. the disruptive menLonger 8z Uncut. Robin Williams led
the chorus in a production number,
'
ta! patient in Girl,
even though the show's producers
Interrupted. won for
supporting actress - a swore there would be none.
generation after her
Best original score went to John
father took home an
Corigliano for The Red Violin. The
'American Beauty' starKevin Spacey,picturedwith Mena Suvari,walkedawaywith the Best
Oscar.
art direction trophy went to Sleepy
Actor Oscar.Thefilm alsowon for direction,Cinematography,Screenplayand BestPicture.
The Matrix., the
Hollow.
story of a computer
Topsy-Turvy, a drama about the
the most bizarre Oscar seasons.
hacker who discovers
First. a large number of the
creation of the Gilbert and Sullivan
life is a big illusion.
operetta The Mikado. won two
ballots were delayed in the mail.
won four Oscars - for
awards - for makeup and costume
and the academy had to print
film editing. sound.
design.
new ballots.
sound effects editing
The live action short award went
The academy also extended
and visual effects.
to My Mother Dreams the Satan's
the voting deadline a few days
"Everyone put their
Disciples in New York and animated
to last Thursday, meaning the
heart and their soul into
short Oscar went to The Old Man
accountants had to work overtime on awards weekend.
this movie." said Swank,
and the Sea. Documentary honors
went to the short King Gimp and
25, who bested a field
Then a shipment of 55 shiny
the feature One Day in September.
including Annette Bening
new Oscar statuettes from the
Spain's All About My Mother won Chicago manufacturer disapof American Beauty. Meryl
Streep of Music of the Heart, best foreign film, prompting one of
peared from a loading dock at
the night's humorous moments.
Janet McTeer of
Roadway Express on March 8.
Tumbleweedss and Julianne
When director Pedro Almodovar's
Salvage man Willie Fulgear
Moore of The End of the Affair . acceptance speech began to run
stumbled across 52 of the miss"I'm stunned and I'm speechlong and presenter Antonio
ing awards while rummaging
Banderas pretended to pull him off
less," Spacey said.
through a trash container.
With all but the top three
the stage.
Three Oscars remain missing.
awards to be presented, leading
American Beauty topped most
Fulgear, 61. became an
nominee American Beauty had won
critic lists going into the ceremony,
instant celebrity. He was given a
for original screenplay, by Alan Ball. and it was named best picture in
$50,000 reward by the shipping
and for cinematography, while coFriday's controversial Wall Street
company and two tickets to
favorite The Cider House Rules
Journal poll of 356 of the 5.607 vot- Sunday's show.
earned the adapted screenplay
ing Academy members.
"Willie got $50,000 for findOscar for John Irving.
Scientific or not. the survey was
ing the 52 Oscars. That's not a
Hilary Swank, star of 'Boy~Don't Cry.' took
Irving offered thanks for recogni- American Beauty's clincher for best
lot of money when you realize
home the stauefor her roleas BrandonTeena.
tion of a film that deals with aborbuzz going into the Oscar show,
that Miramax and DreamWorks
tion and concluded by thanking
broadcast on ABC with Billy Crystal
are spending millions of dollars
·everyone at Planned Parenthood
as host.
just to get one," Crystal quipped
and the National Abortion Rights
The poll's other favorites also
as he pointed out the Oscar
League· - which got thunderous
seemed to reflect pre-Oscar convenhero during the program's
tional wisdom: Denzel Washington
applause.
opening number.
Caine, 67, who previously won as
for leading actor in The Hurricane,
A Roadway Express trucker
supporting actor for Hannah and
Swank for leading actress in Boys
was charged with stealing the
Her Sisters in 1986, seemed overDon't Cry, Caine for supporting
statuettes.
whelmed by the applause that greet- actor and Jolie for supporting
The academy earlier
ed the announcement by Judi
actress.
announced the evening's special
When the nominations were
Dench and he saluted his fellow
awards: Warren Beatty was
nominees.
announced. American Beauty and
named for the Irving Thalberg
"I'm basically up here guys to rep- The Cider House Rules were leading Award for a high level of procontenders for best picture. The
resent you as what I hope you will
ducing.
all be - a survivor," Caine told the
standing of The Cider House Rules
Andrzej Wajda, premier
star-studded Shrine Auditorium
heightened as Miramax put on an
director of Poland, won an honad blitz. DreamWorks countered
audience.
orary award "for showing both
Michael Caine walkedaway with the Best
The 24-year-old Jolie thanked her with a campaign for American
the loftiest heights and the
Beauty.
father, Jon Voight, a best actor windarkest depths of the European S11portingActor awardfor his roleas an orphanage doctorin 'The CiderHouse Rules.'
ner for 1978's Coming Home and a
The awards show capped one of
soul."
BOB THOMAS

AssociatedPress

'

Livin' la vida license-less in the good old U.S.A
INMYWoRI.D
/ HeatherFredrickson
I have a confession
to make.
I'm 24 years old.
I don't have, and
have never had, a driver's
license.
That adds up to, what?
Eight years of bumming rides
off people? Eightyears of paying to ride the bus with 50 people who obviously never learned to use indoor plumbing? Eight
years of walking till the shoes were out of rubber? Eight years of "Why don't you have your
license?" What was I thinking?
Mind you, life without wheels isn't all that
bad. I've never had to buy gas or get out of the
car and take in the fumes at a gas station. StilI got
all my brain cells. I think. I've never had to pay
car insurance. I've never been pulled over by a
cop . And boy, am I ever looking forward to that
one!
This weekend, while my friend Dayna and I
were survivingfood poisoning in Roy, Utah, I listened as she told me of a harrowing experience
she had with a cop on that same stretch of road
some years ago.
Returning from Ephraim, Utah, Dayna
thought she was in the 75 m.p.h. zone and
cranked her speedometer up to 80. She changed
lanes a coup le of times and passed an unmarl<ed
cop.
Without skipping a beat, he flipped on his
light and pulled Dayna over. He went on to yell
at her about how she's going to kill someone driving like that and he hoped it would be herself.
Turns out she was in a 65 m.p.h. area, and she
argued him down from a reckless driving charge

the magical age of 16. Um, yeah. That would be
to speeding.
So, let me get this straight. In a 65, she's dan- great. Like I was saying, when do I get the keys?
gerous, in a 75, she's OK? How does this work? Seriously, driving seems like some kind of lost
Wait, don't tell me. I don't have a license, so I art, doesn't it? People used to spend a lot of time
getting to know their car - lost afternoons under
don't have to worry about it. Not yet, anyway.
This is my fourth year at Utah State, and every the hood, wiping the finish with a (clean) diaper
year, without fail, I've met at least one guy who - all to benefit the driving experience. Most of
finds it impossible to comprehend how I can sur- us now wouldn't have the time to wash the car
let alone check, or change, our own oil. No
vive wheel-less.
I've had about nine offers from guys to teach Sunday drives, no drive-ins ... what do I want a
me how to drive, but every one has fallen license for again?
Oh yeah. Mobility.
through. I know I'm a woman, and that can be a
Not that walking and bus riding hasn't served
scary thing when it's me behind the wheel, but
I'm really a very good driver. My Daddy said so. my needs valiantly for several years now, but
what if I run out of laundry detergent, potatoes,
And he's ALWAYSright!
The LTD really isn't that bad. It provides a feminine hygiene products (sorryguys, it was the
necessary service to people like myself,although only thing I could think of that would be a real
it would be better if I could get around the whole emergency) and milk on a Saturday night and
valley on a bus that appears more often than none of my roommates can help out? Then I'm
once every half hour until later in the day and S.O.L., right? Nope. That's where the big brother
maybe on Sundays, but I hear they're working on comes in.
But he's moved to Texas, so enough about
it.
I'd throw in 25 cents to get from here to a that.
I finally decided last semester that I'd had
movie theater out near Smithfieldevery now and
enough, and I forked over more than $200 to a
then on a Saturday night.
So once they get that all figured out, it'll be high school (eeeeeeek!) teacher to attend a oncea-week class for five hours with 20 other peojust like it was
ple over the course of four weeks.
before I hit
Then, I got a couple of
hours in a real car
(woo-hoo!) on
the range at Sky
View (thanks
for the ride out
there, Graham)
and two or
three more on

the road with the high school teacher.
It was money well spent, I suppose. I didn't hit
anything, anyway. And I learned a lot. Most of it
was done on paper, but any way you get knowledge, it's a good thing, right? Yeah.
For instance, did you know it's illegal to drive
in the dark without turning on your headlights? I
know that will come as a shock to many of you
out there, but it's true! I swear! Check it out. I'm
not lying.
After the class was done, I ran out and got my
learner's license. My brother took me out a couple of times last November in his 1973 Dodge
Dart Swinger. The steering was soft and the
brakes weren't the best, but it was an automatic.
I was in heaven. But the beast leaked power
steering fluid like a baby leaks strained peas from
a jar, and I sold it for a paltry 100 bucks.
Now, I find myself in possession of yet another hand-me-down car from the great and benevolent brother: a 1988 Acura lntegra. Red. Stick.
The not-yet-licensed driver owns a little red
sp~xtscar that she hasn't quite figured out how to
drive yet.
Ain't America great?

HeatherFredricksonis the Copy Editor
for the Statesman. She will take lzerroadtest as
soon as she canfind an automatic
to borrowfor the event. In the meantime,
she's content to practicingin the little redsports
carwhile driving her roommates
' boyfriendsinsanewhileaskingfor
tips on how to drive it.
She is alsoanxiouslyawaiting
herfirst run-in with a cop.E-mailher at
SLR4H@cc.usu.edu.
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Gastric bypass surgery offers new chance for severely obese
SANDRA G. 800DMAN

The WashingtomPost

It's not surprising that
surgery for obesity, known as
bariatric surgery, has become
increasingly popular. Even
though weight loss is a $33 billion-a-year industry, Americans
have never been fatter: One in
five is obese, defined as being
30 or more pounds overweight.
The ranks of the fattest.
those who are morbidly or
severely obese (the terms are
used interchangeably) because
they are at least 100 pounds
overweight. have doubled in
the past 10 years. Many have
been fat all their lives and
come from families where obesity is common.
Being fat is not only a
source of enormous emotional
pain and stigma, it is also one
of the leading causes of premature death. Overweight and
obesity are linked to a staggering array of disabling and
expensive diseases: several
kinds of cancer, heart problems, high blood pressure.
arthritis, asthma. diabetes,
stroke and infertility among
them . Scientists know that
many, but not all, of these conditions can be ameliorated by

losing weight.
That's particularly true for
the morbidly obese, who have
dozens. if not hundreds, of
pounds to lose. Many people
who are severely obese, can
recount a litany of diets, drugs,
therapies and bizarre and even
dangerous remedies to which
they've resorted. Most are yoyo dieters, some of whom lose
huge amounts of weight sometimes 100 pounds or
more - only to regain it all.
Others have simply given up
and gotten progressively fatter.
In the past decade, as science has searched mostly in
vain for new drugs and other
ways of treating obesity, doctors have begun turning to
another remedy: gastric bypass
surgery. Although there are
several dozen variations of the
gastric bypass, all obesity operations are designed to shrink
the size of the stomach , which
stores and processes food, from
a capacity of 30 to 50 ounces
to one to two ounces, the
equivalent of five bites. The
surgeon then reroutes a portion of the small intestine,
attaching a Y-shaped piece to
the new, smaller stomach. This
allows food to bypass the duodenum and part of the

Erik E. M. Meyers, 32, once weighed740 pounds. His surgeonper
formed what doctorsconsiderto lie the most drasticfnnn of nbt!sitysu,y,ery
- soJar he has lost a/x>ut500 po1111ds,
3~ ni,.th,min tirefirst year.

jejunum, reducing the absorption of calories as well as vital
nutrients, including calcium
and B vitamins by shortening
the length of the small intestine through which food travels.
In many patients the bypass
causes "dumping." a sick feeling
characterized by nausea, sweating, faintness, diarrhea and
dizziness, when patients eat
one bite too much or consume
sweets.
While surgery is too drastic,
expensive and permanent a
solution ever to attract the
legions of desperate dieters
who snapped up the hugely
popular weight-loss drug combination fen-phen or the multitudes who have flocked to
high-fat. low carbohydrate fad
diets, the procedure is generating considerable interest. Some
of that interest is fueled by the
Web, home to dozens of obesity surgery sites and chat
groups. And some of the buzz
has been created by the experiences of such celebrities as
Roseanne Barr, who underwent
surgery in 1998 ;md has credited the operation with ·cha nging my life"
Georgeann Mallory, executive director of the 520-member American Society for
Bariatric Surgery, estimates
that about 40,000 pafients,
most of them women, undergo
obesity surgery annually, an
increase of about 20 percent
from two years ago. "Our
members tell us that it's definitely on the increase," she
said.
Many bariatric surgeons and a growing number of
physicians who treat weight
loss with less-invasive methods
- contend that surgery is the
only way many morbidly obese
patients can lose weight and
keep it off. But surgery should
be considered a last resort, they
say, and the risks of the operation must be balanced against
the consequences of obesity
and its attendant diseases.
"for people who really need
surgery, the people who are
200 and 300 pounds overweight. it's not a quest1on of•· •
diets or willpower,"said Edward

Before his surgery in 1998, Erik E. M. Meyerswas unableto work and stayed in his housefor monthsat a time.

H. Livingston, director of
bariatric surgery and vice
chairman of the department of
surgery at UCLA Medical
Center. "Nothing else works for
them.·
"Aslittle as five years ago at
most professional obesity meetings surgery wasn't taken seriously, but that's changing." said
Kelly Brownell, director of the
Yale University Center for
Eating and Weight Disorders.
The change has been spurred
in part by the findings of a
large long-term Swedish study
involving more than 1,600
patients that American obesity
researchers are watching with
interest. launched in 1992, the
Swedish Obese Subjects study
has found that patients who
underwent gastric bypass lost
considerably more weight and
had greater improvements in
their physical and mental
health than those treated in a
conventional obesity program
emphasizing diet and exercise.
·we know that eating is a
habit, a behavior." said Joseph
D. Afram, chief of surgery at
Columbia Hospital for Women
and one of Washington's
busiest bariatric surgeons, who
recehtly Qperated on an entire

family. "The only factor that
can control your overeating is a
smaller stomach. But after
surgery. patients have to
change their behavior. They
have to eat very slowly,taking
about five bites in 10 minutes.
They can't eat and drink at the
same time. And they'll find if
they eat one bite too much or
they eat certain foods such as
sweets, they'll get sick."
Modern gastric bypass
surgery was developed 40 years
ago by Edward E. Mason, a surgeon at the University of Iowa
and the founding president of
the bariatric surgeons society.
Mason observed that patients
who underwent irreversible
operations to remove large
parts of their stomachs or
intestines to treat cancer or
severe ulcers lost a lot of
weight and remained underweight regardless of what or
how much they ate. They also
suffered from severe "dumping"
every time they ate. After several modifications of the procedure - and a period when
obesity surgery fell out of favor
because of deaths from a different. dangerous operation
confusingly called the intestinal
bypass - doctors in the early

1990s began performing a
modern version of the gastric
bypass. The most common procedure, named after a French
surgeon, is called the Roux-enY.and accounts for most of the
operations performed today in
the United States.
Gertrude Brummitt. 50. of
Mount Rainier, Md.. is all too
familiar ¼ith the humiliations
faced by super-obese patients
who need medical attention.
Several years ago when she fell
and hurt her arm, paramedics
had to summon a firetruck to
round up the nine people necessary to hoist her 500-pound
body into the ambulance. ·r
heard all the fat jokes," recalled
Brummitt, who underwent an
extensive gastric bypass in
March 1998.
Since then Brummitt has
lost 250 pounds and hopes to
return to work later this year
after three years on disability.
"Now I can sit in a chair, get
into bed by myself and cook
and clean and hold a baby in
my lap," said Brummitt, who
was bedridden before her
surgery. She no longer suffers
from cellulitis, a spreading bacterial infection beneath the
skin, or asthma or blood clots.
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No, they're not talking to themselves
VALLI HERMAN-COHEN

Los Angeles Times

They're not craz.y.And
they're not secret agents.
They are anxious cell-phone
users.
Upon closer inspection,
you'll see little wires coming
out of their ears. The wires are
attached to the phones. The
phones are tucked into pockets.
Why?
These folks are trying to put
maximum distance between
their brains and any radiation
emitted by their convenient
little gadgets. After a number
of studies over a period of six
years that examined whether
cell phones present a health
danger, troubling questions
remain about how much radiation the devices might be
sending into the brain, possibly causing cancer or tumors.
A growing number of users
have taken to heart recommendations to keep the phone
and its antenna at least several
inches away from their heads.
"There is a danger that people will think that you are a
disturbed individual talking to
yourself," said California state
Sen. Tom Hayden, who uses an
ear wire. ·1 think it's funny and
irrelevant. and we'll get used to
it"
The cell phone studies were
completed late last year by
Wireless Technology Research,
an independent research
group in Washington, D.C.,
under the sponsorship of the
wireless phone industry's trade
association, which remains
confident that its products are
safe.
"The overwhelming majority of those studies showed that
radio frequencies at the wireless phone level weren't considered toxic to the body," said
Jo-Anne Basile, vice president
for external and industry relations at the Cellular
Telecommunications Industry
Association_in Washington,
D.C. She said a Web site,
www.phonefacts.net, contains
the details of government and
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someof the realestatecrawd,i11cludi11g
agents
MoeAbourched,left,JohnBreidt,KimberleeGerston, Matt Epsteinand
Cathy Cressy. "I insistedthat everyoneI work with get one,"said Epstein.
The ear wires are big with

•-Ifthere is an alternative to ,
being a guinea pig in a giant
experiment to determine if
you should microwave your
brain , I figure we should take -'.
some action," Hayden said.
"Why not be better safe than
sorry?"
J
Ironically, these concerns 1
have become an effective catl J
alyst for safer driving. Laura '
Kovach, an account executive
at Anthony Mora Public
t2
Relations, said the scare com~
pelled her to use the earpiece
that came with her phone. IJ
..Not only is it good for
,,,
keeping that radiation sup- .J
posedly away from your
'
head, but it allows you to be .,
a more conscientious driver ~
and be hands free," she said.
Converts to earpieces are
liking the freedom that it
gives them. "It's definitely a
lot easier," Whiteley said.
Tm sitting here eating lunch
and talking to my roommate
at the same time.·
Some, like Epstein, are
prepared to endure the stares
until either headsets become
more widespread or the studies are more conclusive.
·1 know a lot of this is up
in the air," Epstein said. "As a
case study, rd rather be alive.
Jf l find out in a few years
that the reports are false fine. So what if people think
I look like Madonna wearing
my headset?"

association findings.
The studies inspired an
investigation on ABC's ·20120·
in October and also caught the
attention of Hayden, who
plans to introduce state legislation within the next several
weeks that could require cellular telephone sellers to post
information about possible
health risks, and to offer headsets or hands-free earpieces
for sale with the phones.
For the last several months ,
Hayden has been wearing an
earpiece and keeping his cell
phone in his jacket side pocket. He's become a role model
to his associates but doesn't
make a big deal of it.
"I don't go on and on about
it because you know, rm not
big on personal moralizing
and preaching," he said. ·1
think they know that rve
done my homework and that I
wouldn't be introducing legislation if it wasn't a serious
matter."
His bill asks that California
cell-phone retailers offer a
hands-free earpiece or headset
for sale with contracts or
phones. Further, cell-phone
manufacturers would have to
provide retailers with a sign
that advises consumers about
the ·possible link between cellular telephone service usage
and brain tumors and memory loss and that federal studies
are inconclusive."
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Graham as L0years experience working in the folklore
public sector. She has been a
consulting folklore fieldworker,
reporter for a local newspaper,
freelance writer and, since
1990, has coordinated the Folk
Arts Program for the Nevada
Arts Council. She directs the
annual Nevada Folk Arts
Apprenticeship Program and
produces public programs, festivals, exhibits and concerts
that celebrate the diversity and
rich cultural heritage of
Nevada.
While at USU, Graham will
research the heritage of wild
horses in the Great Basin,
including the folklore and traditional culture surrounding
wild horses in the West. This
project stems from a U.S. Forest
Service/ National Endowment
for the Arts grant to study arts
projects in rural communities.
This grant culminates in an
exhibit of hand-colored photos
of wild horses by photographer
Paula Morin, accompanied by
text taken from interviews with
people who work with and
around the horses.
The residency program,
originally developed in collaboration with Indiana University,
has alternated between Utah
State University and Western
Kentucky since 1996, Toelken
said.

A folklorist from the
Nevada Arts Council will be in
residence at Utah State
University March 20 through
31, working with USUs
Folklore Program and Archives.
Andrea Graham, Folk Arts
Program coordinator for the
Nevada Arts Council, has been
selected by the American
Folklore Society (AFS)to be this
year's AFS Public Sector
Resident.
"This is a wonderful way to
bring the excitement and experience of active folklore work
into the academic arena," said
Barre Toelken, director of
USU's Folklore Program. "The
resident has an opportunity to
pursue research interests and
our students and faculty benefit immensely from the collegial exchange."
USU's Folklore Program will
host a reception in Graham's
honor March 24, and anyone
interested in meeting her is
invited. The reception will be
held in the Fife Folklore
Archives,Merrill Library, room
102, from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Anyone who would like to talk
with Graham about her public
sector work or wild horses can
contact her at USU at (435)
797-2869 or 797-3493.
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Baseball
club upbeat
about first
season

USU drops 2 of 3 in Big West opener
AARON MORTON

Assi.~tantSports Editor

The Aggies·offense was
slowed to a halt as Utah State
University's softball team
opened up it's conference season losing two of three games
against New Mexico State
University in Las Cruces, N.M..
Saturday and Sunday.
The Aggies (10-19 overall. 12 Big West Conference) split a
doubleheader Saturday. winning 5-3 and losing 4-0 against
the southern Aggies before
losing again Sunday, 3-0.
In the first game, USU
started the top of the first
inning with two runs. Four different batters contributed to
the scoring as Breanne
Nickie's single brought in
catcher Heather Curtis and
Stephanie Vasarhely took
advantage of Eva DeJarnette's
ground out to extend the
Aggie lead to 2-0.
In the second inning,
Vasarhely struck again. this
time batting Tiffany Pugmire
and Markean Neal in with a
double.
NMSU (16-16, 2-4) cut the
lead to one with a three-run
inning in the fourth, but USU
pitcher Kristin Hommel held
the southern Aggies scoreless
for the other six innings with
only five hits. Hommel, who is
now 4-8 on the season, struck

REUBENWADSWORTH

Sports Wrifer

Sophomore Tiffany Pugmire takesa swing during practicethis spring. USU's offense stuggled in both lossesto N1;u1MexicoState.

out 11 batters.
USU scored an insurance
run in the sixth inning, but it
was the last one they would
score in the weekend as they
were shutout in the remaining
two games.
In the second game
Saturday night, the USU bats
only managed five hits. Only
senior Sandy Taylor hit well,
smacking a double and a single in three at bats. The visiting Aggies also had two errors

in the nightcap, in contrast to
the perfect fielding in the first
and third games.
Freshman pitcher Xochitl
Ramirez (3-4) allowed four hits
in four innings before Amy
Settlemeir relieved her in the
fifth inning.
NMSU's Amber Mosher
shined in the final game of
the three-game swing as she
allowed only five hits (not
allowing more than one hit in
an inning) and didn't allow a

single walk.
As in the first game, the
southern Aggies scored all
three runs in one inning, this
time in the third. One scored
on a wild pitch while the other
two came in on a home run
by Mosher.
.
Hommel picked up the loss,
giving up three runs in nearly
three innings. Junior Kelly
Warner replaced Hommel in
the third inning and pitched
more than three shutout

innings.
USU will have a stop in Salt
Lake City for a non-conference
doubleheader against the
University of Utah before
coming home to play the
University of the Pacific for
three games. At LaRee and
LeGrand Johnson Field, the
Aggieswill battle the Tigers in
a doubleheader Saturday (1
and 3 p.m.), before finishing it
out with a game Sunday at 1
p.m.

NCAATQURNAMENT

North Carolina and Florida round
out unlikely Final Four match-ups
(AP) Two long shot teams
who were on the NCAA tournament bubble two weeks
ago are headed for the Final
Four along with the last No.
1 seed in the field and a
racehorse team
that nearly went
out in the first
round.
North Carolina
and Wisconsin,
both No. 8 seeds,
join No. 1 seed
Michigan State
and No. 5 Florida
in the climax of
the college basketball season
with the national semifinals
.set for next Saturday at the
RCA Dome in Indianapolis.
For the Tar Heels.and
Badgers, the Final Four
berths are payoffs for peaking at the end of difficult
seasons. For the Spartans
and Gators, the trip to
Indianapolis is an opportunity to punctuate successful
seasons .
At No. 8, Wisconsin and
North Carolina are the lowest seeds to reach the Final
Four since No. 11 LSU made
it in 1986. The last No. 8 to
get this far was Villanova,
which won the national
championship from that spot
in 1985.
·
Wisconsin (22-13) vs.
Michigan State (30-7)
Wisconsin finished sixth
in the Big Ten but has lost
just three games since Feb. 2,
all of them to conference
champion Michigan State,
winners of nine straight.
"We haven't figured out a
way to score against them
yet," coach Dick Bennett said.

7

"Michigan State is one of the
premier defensive teams in
the country. They're hard to
score against."
Michigan State coach Tom
Izzo knows the three earlier
games don't matter
much now against a
Wisconsin team
that is in the Final
Four for the first
time in 59 years .
"I don't
think it's ever easy
to beat a team twice
or beat a team
three times ," he
said. "We know it's going to
be tough to beat a team four
times. They are on a roll and
making shots now."
These are two grind-it-out
teams with Michigan State
depending on the senior
leadership of Mateen
Cleaves, Charlie Bell and
Morris Peterson and
Wisconsin riding the hot 3poin t shooting of Division II
transfer Jon Bryant.
Take it from Mike Kelley,
the Badgers aren't going to
roll over now.
"We had a chance for a
letdown after Fresno State,
after Arizona, and after LSU,"
he said. "We could have fallen to that temptation , but we
didn't. We are a very competitive group. It doesn't matter
if it is basketball or bridge,
we all go out to win."
North Carolina (22-13) vs.
Florida (28-7)
For the Tar Heels, this
marks a 15th trip to the
Final Four and third in the
past four years. It was one of
the least expected. Coach Bill

Jumpto ftNAL[OUR.Page9

Florida77,OklahomaSt 65
SYRACUSE,
N.Y. (AP)Florida filled the final spot in
one of the most unlikely Final
Fours in years, wearing down
yet another higher-seeded,
more experienced team.
With seven sophomores and
freshmen in the 10-man rotation, the fifth-seeded Gators
beat third-seeded Oklahoma
State and its seven seniors 7765 Sunday in the East Regional
final.
Ledby 34-year-oldcoach
BillyDonovan, the Gators will
play resurgent North Carolina,
which beat Tulsa 59-55 in the
South Regional final, on
Saturday in Indianapolis.
Wisconsin, like North Carolina
an eighth seed, will play
Michigan State. the only No. 1
seed left, in the other semifinal.
The Gators· only other trip
to the Final Four was in 1994,
when most of the current players were in grade school and
Donovan was about to become
the youngest head coach in
Division I at Marshall.
Using the same press that
wore down fourth-seeded
Illinois in the second round
and top-seeded Duke in the
regional semifinals, Florida (287) forced Oklahoma State (27-7)
into turnovers and also wore
Iowa State's Brandon Hawkins hangs on the rim in an earlier
the Cowboys down.
NCAA game. JSU was eliminatedby MichiganState Saturday.

North Carolina59,Tulsa55
AUSTIN, Texas (AP)- In
a dazzling turnaround for a
team that barely made the
tournament. North Carolina
is returning to the Final
Four.
Only this time, the Tar

AggieSAND
oTHER
Saturday

Sunday

Softball (game one)
Utah .State
5
New Mexico
St. 3

Softball (game three)
Utah State
10
New Mexico
St. 11

Softball (game two)
Utah State
O
New Mexico
St. 4

Heels are underdogs. And,
even stranger . they're being
led by a freshman.
Joseph Forte, the first
freshman to lead North
Carol ina in scoring, had 10
of his 28 points during a 144 second -half run that broke
open a tie game and sent the

Tar Hee ls to a 59-55 victory
over Tulsa in the South
Regional final Sunday.
"You can only dream
about this," Forte said .
North Carolina (22-13)
earned its record-tying 15th
Final Four trip and third in
the last four years.

AcT10N
NCAA

Tournament

South Reg io n Fin a l
North Carolina
59
Tulsa
55
East Region Final
Florida
77
Olkl a homa St .
65

Midwest
Region
Michigan
St .
Iowa St.
West Region
Wis c onsin
Purdue

Final
75
64
Final
64
60

This is the first year of
real college baseball at
Utah State University, said
club organizer Ben
Wolford.
Wolford was the driving
force in organizing a club
baseball team this year and
is no)V the team 's head
coach. USU has had a team
before , but it didn't play by
the ru les and fielded players that weren't USU students , he said . According to
Wolford. that team mainly
played city league teams
while the team this year
plays college opponents.
The new club has
already competed in four
games, two against
Colorado Northwestern
Community College
(CNCC) and two against
Weber State University on
Saturday. The club split its
two games with CNCC. losing the first by a score of
11-0, then came back to
win the second 9-1.
The club was defeated
by Weber State 9-5 and 4-1
on Saturday. Wolford said
his squad played the
Wildcats close each game,
but Weber had a couple of
lucky hits .
To start the club,
Wolford first received
approval from Deann
Williams, who is in charge
of club sports . Then he put
some signs up to advertise
tryouts , he said. He was
surprised with the lack of
interest at first. Only about
30 men showed up for tryouts. He had to cut some
of them , he said, but the
majority were kept on the
team.
Now, with the help of
assistant coaches Spencer
Smith and Rhett Ogden,
Wolford is trying to build a
strong program .
Wolford said even
though the club is in its
first year, he expects it to
be competitive because
there is a lot of talent on
the team .
Both coaches and players are students . Wolford is
a double major in Liberal
Arts and Sciences and
expects to graduate in
December.
Spirit s are high on the
squad, Wolford said. The
team works well together
and its main philosophy is
to have fun , he added .
As with all club teams ,
those participating with
the new USU baseball team
have to pay dues, but the
squad has already landed a
few local sponsors and
hopes to add more soon,
Wolford said.
The team practices three
to four times a week. On a
number of occasions the
squad has had to pra ctice
in the field house due to
inclement weather.
Games will be held on
the field next to Maverik
and Kate 's Kitchen in
Providence. The team's first
home game is this Friday
against Boise State
University.
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ELECTIONS.

PRIMAR
IES....WEDNESDAY,
MARCI
22AND23.
FINALS
............
WEDNESDAY,
MARCI
29AND30.
VOTE
ONTHEWEB.
WR.USU.EIII/ISUSII/ELECTIONS.ITML
ORGOTl LINKS
ATUSU.WEIMAIL,
ASUSU.

VOTE
.
ON
THE
WEB
www.usu.edu/asusu/elections.html

linkson:webmail,
usu,
ASUSU
sites

Voting

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

on the web
Wed. 8 a.m. Thurs. 5 p.m.

Forum - Lundstrom Hall
7:30 p.m.

Meet the candidates
11-1 International Lounge

Forum - HUB
noon
Forum - Institute
6p.m.

announcement
6 p.m., lnt'l Lounge
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Tennessee, UConn continue
Tokyo
Dome ~011w@m
~11o~~mS3
rolling in NCAA wonien's play speaksto
$7.(X)
sluggers
in
HAIRCUT
anylanguage
·
SPECIAi.Li

(AP)Tennessee again dominated Virginiain
the NCAAwomen's basketball tournament.
Connecticut was just plain dominating.
As the tournament field went from 16 to
eight on a long day of regional semifinals
Saturday,the two favoritesshowed no signs of
slowingdown.
Tennessee, the No. 1 seed in the Mideast
Regional,forced a flurry of early turnovers in
.beating fourth-seeded Virginia77-56 to move to
within one game of its fifth Final Four in six
years.
"The first five minutes were like a nightmare,"said Virginiacoach Debbie Ryan,whose
team committed 10 turnovers while falling
behind 15-2."I think our team learned a lesson
today about playingat this level."
Connecticut, the top seed in the F.ast,rolled
over fifth-seeded Oklahoma 102-80to stay on
track for its fourth Final Four appearance. The
Huskies swarmed all over the Big12 tri-champions on defense, making 21 steals and forcing33
turnovers.
Tennessee (31-3)will play third-seeded Texas
Tech (28-4)in the regional final Monday night.
TexasTech overcamea 17-0 deficit to beat second-seeded Notre Dame 69-65.
Third-seeded LSU(25-6)stands between
Connecticut (33-1)and a trip to Philadelphia for
the national semifinals.LSUcame up with a big
second half to beat second-seededDuke 79-66.
In the MidwestRegional.LouisianaTech
extended coach Leon Barmore·scareer by one
more game, beating Old Dominion 86-74.Tech
will face Penn State. which beat Iowa State 6665.
And in the West,Georgia steamrolled North
Carolina 83-57.while Rutgersdefeated AlabamaBirmingham60-45.
Tennessee ran its record against Virginiato
10-1,with seven of those victoriescoming in
March.Now the LadyVolswill play in the round
that has haunted them for a year.
They lost to Duke in the East Regionalfinal
last year, denying them a chance to win a fourth
straight national championship.
"We'vetried for a year to be playing on
Monday night to get to a Final Four,"Tennessee
coach Pat Summitt said. "The freshmen may not
understand how much we wanted to be in that
game.We don't care who we play.We just want
to bring our game."
Connecticut has won its three NCAAgames
by an average of 44 points. But after losing to
Iowa State in the third round last year, the No.
1-ranked Huskies are taking nothing for granted.
"Everythingis one step at a time,"junior Shea
Ralph said. "If we don't win this game, then we
go home and we don't have three more to go.
We're going to enjoy this tonight and then we're
goingto get back down to business tomorrow."
EAST
Connecticut
102.Oklahoma80
Connecticut displayedits usual balance and
took control with an early 18-0run. Ashja Jones
and Tamika Williamsled the Huskieswith 16
points each and Svetlana Abrosimovascored 15.
In reaching 100 points for the second time in
NCAAplay and the ninth time this season,
UConn hit 18 of its first 25 shots and finished
40-for-70(57 percent).
ISU 79, Duke 66
Marie Ferdinand scored 15 of her 22 points
in the second half and sparked a 12-0 run that
put the LadyTigersahead to stay with about 13
minutes left Sharp passing was criticalfor LSU,
which had assistson 22 of its 30 baskets.
DeTrina White added 19 points and 11
rebounds for LSUand April Brownhad 16
pqints. In its three tournament games. LSUhas
outscored its opponents by 57 points in the second half. They'vebeen outscored by nine in the
first half of those games.
Duke (28-6).the national runner-up last year.
was led by Lauren Rice's17 points.
MIDEAST
Termessee77, Vll'ginia56
Virginia(25-9)recoveredfrom its horrible

start and trailed just 45-42 after Lisa Hosac's 3pointer capped an 11-0 run. But the LadyVols
responded with a 20-3 run to put it out of reach,
much to the delight of the pro-Tennesseecrowd
at The Pyramid in Memphis.
All-AmericanTamika Catchings led
Tennessee with 28 points and Semeka Randall
added 19.Svetlana Volnayascored 18 for
Virginia.
TexasTech69, NotreDame 65
TexasTech got off to an even worse start
than Virginia,yet still found a way to get past
the Irish (27-5).
The Lady Raiderschipped away at the lead
with outside jumpers and went ahead to stay
after Notre Dame's 6-foot-5 Ruth Rileywent to
the bench with her fourth foul and the game
tied at 50.
Aleah Johnson has 18 points for Texas Tech,
which did not score until Plenette Pierson's
breakawaylayup with 13:06 left in the first half.
Rileyscored 19 before fouling out. She had nine
in her team's opening run.

TOKYO(AP)- Mike Piazza
took one look at the left-field
wall and took aim. At a cozy
317 feet from home Jlate. it
made for an easy target.
The New YorkMets and
ChicagoCubs saw a lot to like
about the Tokyo Dome. where
they'll open the major league
season Wednesday night.
Especiallythe sluggers.
"The ball flies.at least when
Mike hits it." Mets teammate
Todd Zeile said.
Most players got their first
peek at the 50,000-seatballpark during workouts Sunday.
To some, the place playfully
MIDWESf
nicknamed the "BigEgg"
la Tech86, Old Dominion74
seemed pretty foreign.
BettyLennox, undaunted after misfiring on
Two rows of benches in,the
nine of her first 10 shots, scored 25 points as
LouisianaTech (31-2)extended Barmore's coach- dugout. Blackdirt on the pitcher's mound. brown dirt around
ing career.The 18-yearcoach said he'll retire
the bases. A chain-link fence
after this season. Tech is seeking its third
for a backstop. No warning
straight Final Four appearance and the 10th
track.
under Barmore.
And that was before the
Old Dominion pulled to 52-46 on Lucienne
Seibu Lions and Tokyo Giants
Berthieu·slayup with 14:43left, but Catrina
claimed the field for an exhibiFrierson scored on a followshot and Lennox on
tion game. They set up side-bya 3-pointer for a 57-46 lead. After two straight
side cages for batting practice,
Old Dominion baskets,Tech's Christie Sides
and inside them catchers sat
made a 3 from the left wing and Lennox,who
on wooden benches. Later,a
had left the game briefly because of leg cramps.
returned to make another 3.
rookie wearing No. 122 walked
past.
PennState66, IowaSt 65
"Youdon't see that very
Helen Darling scored the winning basket with
often," observed Joe McEwing
12.6seconds left and finished with 21 points to
of the Mets.
lift Penn State (29-4)within a game of its first
Others found the park more
Final Four trip.
familiar.
Iowa State (27-6)led 65-64 after AngieWelle
"Youlook up at that puffy,
sank two free throws with 27.8seconds left. Penn
white roof and see those blue
State's Andrea Gamer then missed a jump shot
from the left baseline and Megan Taylor seemed seats and it looksjust like the
Metrodome,"said Cubs pitcher
to have the rebound for Iowa State. But Darling
RickAguilera.who spent most
stripped the ball from Taylor and bounced in a
of his career in Minnesota.
shot off the front rim.
"The only thing missing
Garner, Penn State's shortest starter at 5-feetwere the homer hankies,"he
7, also had 11 rebounds, six assistsand three
said.
steals.Maren Walseth added 14 points for the
And, like the Metrodome.
LadyLions.
it's loud. A few thousand fans,
WFST
most of them kids,watched
Georgia83, North Carolina57
the workouts and screamed Tawana McDonaldhad 18 points. Coco
"Sign.pleas~"- for autoMiller17 and Shala-Crawford16 as top-seeded
graphs.
Georgia (32-3)used a punishing inside game to
The decibel level was doumove within one games of its fourth FrnalFour
bled by an announcer standing
appearance in six years.
on the dugout roof with a
Juana Brownhad 19 points and Jackie
Higgins14 for the fifth-seededTar Heels (20-13), hand-held microphone. commenting on the festivities. ·
who had won eight of nine.
Most Japanese games feature
North Carolina'sleading scorers,LaQuanda
livelycheerleaders, too.
Barksdaleand Nikki Teasley.scoredjust six
"There is a noise factor
points each - a combined 21 below their season
here," said Mets manager
averages.
Georgia led by 13 at halftime and needed less BobbyValentine,who manthan six minutes of the second half to push it to aged Chiba Lotte in the
Japanese league in 1995.
20. Coco Miller hit a 3-pointer and a jumper,
Piazzacreated a huge stir
twin sister KellyMiller hit two jumpers and
when he strolled over to the
McDonaldsank four free throws to make it 56third-base stands to oblige the
35 with 14:07left.
children.
Rutgers
60,Alabama-Birmingham
45
Japanese players traditionalUsha Gilmore scored 18 points and Tasha
ly do not sign autographs. The
Pointer added 11 points and nine assistsas secchance to get a souvenir from
ond-seeded Rutgers(24-7)pulled away in the
Piazza,extremely popular in
final seven minutes to advance to the round of
this country since his days of
eight for the second straight year.
catching Hideo Nomo with the
Rutgershas never been to the Final Four.
Dodgers.made him a bigger
Deanna Jackson scored 17 points for 11thhit.
seeded UAB(21-13).but she and the rest of the
Even the man who stitches
LadyBlazerscouldn't hit their shots after pulling
players·
names and numbers
to within 44-43 with 7:18to play.
onto the Mets jerseys was busy
A layup by Davalyn Cunningham started a
signing.
16-2Rutgersrun to end the game.

Fours.
"Obviously,since we were
an eighth seed, this was
unexpected," Guthridge said.
"But I believed and the team
believed and that's why we're
going."
The four-game winning
streak in the tournament was
the first all season for North
Carolina. "We became a team
and started playing together,"
senior point guard Ed Cota
said.
Seven-foot Brendan
Haywood gives North
Carolina a presence inside
and Joseph Forte is the first
freshman in school history to

flNALfOUR
ContinuedfromPage7
Guthridge was under fire
during a difficult 13-loss season that had some people
believing North Carolina
would not be invited.
The Tar Heels stumbled in
, with four losses in six games
and a mediocre 7-8 record in
the season's final weeks.
Their No. 8 seed matched
their lowest in 22 years of
being seeded and they had
been a No. 1 or 2 seed in
their previous seven Final

lead the Tar Heels in scoring.
And. yes, that includes a fellow named Michael Jordan.
Under fourth-year coach
Billy Donovan. Florida turns
games into track meets with a
go-go style and a freshmansophomore dominated roster
that can sustain it.
The Gators are led by
sophomore Mike Miller, who
saved their tournament with
a game-winning shot with a
fraction of a second left in
the opener against Butler.
After that, Florida took down
No. 1 seed Duke and No. 3
Oklahoma State to win the
East bracket.

Guthridge thinks Carolina
can handle the up-and-down
style the Gators play.
"I think the experience in
playing against some athletic
teams in our league and in
non-conference has helped
us," he said. "We are not bad
athletes. The coach is a bad
athlete, but we've got some
pretty good athletes on our
team."
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Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
in Utah
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Archeology
Law Enforcement
Natural Resources
Physical Science
Rangeland Management
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Wildlife Biology
For futher information on how
to apply for these positions,
come to Career Services.

Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777
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Kil'n
A Paint-Your-Own Pottery Place
that you have just got to try!!!
This is easy, creative, and LOTS OF FUN!!!
Bring a friend, a date, or your family.
Just come and try your hand "
at making your own plates,
vases, frames, mugs,
platters, teapots, etc.

r-------------,
BRINGA FRIEND!

I

I

: ~@% @I?
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L-------------.J "
165 E. 1400 N. Suite A
( next to Stokes Brother s)
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If youhaveeverconsidered
laserhairremoval
in
thepast....Nowisthetimewiththeselowprices!
WAS NOW

Face
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Underarms+eQ
Bikini Line 4-7e
Arms
4-7e

WASNOW
LowerLegs aoo 200
UpperLegs~
200
Chest
~ 200
Back
68G 200

50
50
50
100

Once an open race,Academy
Awards down to solid favorite
LOS ANGELES (AP)Once upon a time, the 72nd
Academy Awards race was
wide open . But by the time
Sunday 's ceremony rolled
around. there was little doubt
around Hollywood that a
modestly budgeted filn:iabout
family dysfunction wou ld win
top honors .
American Beauty had
already topped most critic
lists going into the weekend .
Then came its best picture
win in Friday's controversial
Wall Street Journal poll of
356 of the 5,607 voting
Academy members.
Scientific or not, the survey was American Beauty 's
clincher for best buzz going
into the four-hour Oscar
show, broadcast on ABC with
Billy Crystal as host.
The poll 's other favorites
also seemed to reflect preOscar conventional wisdom:
Denzel Washington for leading actor iri The Hurricane,
Hilary Swank for leading
actress in Boys Don't Ciy,
Michael Caine for supporting
actor in The Cider House
Rules, and Angelina Jolie for
supporting actress in Girl
Interrupted .

American Beauty, and the
tide shifted .
The awards show
capped one of the
most bizarre Oscar
seasons.
First,
Academy voters
complained that
they hadn 't received
their ballots for the
final vote . By the
time a large supply of the ballots was found
in a post office,
the Academy
had printed
new ballots.
The
Academy also
extended the
voting deadline a few
days to last
Thursday ,
meaning the
accountants had
to work overtime
on awards weekend.
,,.
Then came
.,_
._The Mystery of the
Missing Oscars.
A shipment of 55 sh iny
new Oscar statuettes from

After the nominations
were announced Feb. 16, it
appeared that The
Cider House Rules,
a period piece
about a New
England orphanage, had the edge
for best picture .
After all, it was
the kind of
poignant,
panoramic
movie
Academy
voters traditionally
favor.
Its
standing
heightened
as
Miramax
poured
money into
trade paper
and newspaper ads for
Cider House, a
technique that
had succeeded
with the company's winner last
year. Shakespeare in Love.
DreamWorks countered
with its own campaign for

remake of the mid-1960s TV
hit," the movie starring Will
Smith led in dis-stink-tion
with five Razzies - worst picture , director , screenplay ,
song and screen couple
(Smith and Kevin Kline).
"It swept, to the surprise
of no one who saw it," foundation president John Wilson
said. "It personifies what
you need to do to win a
Razzie in modern
HOILYWOOD'S losERS
Hollywood - spend too
•Wild,WildWest,,.:__
Wotst much , entertain no one and
·~icture.
stf~play.songandscreen fall flat on your face."
Wild Wild West beat out
~ouple
... /
·
. ' . · Big Daddy, The Blair Witch
.
Culet
The Haunting and
Adaij, Sandler.;_Wor.st, Project,
98'At
Star Wars: Episode 1 - The
actorfo(:Big
Daddy.
Phantom Menace in the
..···
worst -picture category.
THEIDEAL
CUTDIAMOND
[)onahue ~· . .. Razzie nominees and winFewerthan 2% of all diamondsare cut to "ideal"
Wor.tt
4¢trissfQf
"11w
BlairWitch.;,; ners are picked by 465
proportions.Yes,theirpriceis higher.And yes, they do
foundation members , who
more -- much more-- of what diamondsare meant to do.
are industry workers, jourThoseperfectproportionsthrowoff rainbowsof lightso
Won; nalists and moviegoers in
brilliant,you'lljudge all diamondslrya new standard.
suppqrfJ(tg
;acttessfor
ATheWorld., the United States and
We'reone of thefew storeswith Ideal Cut diamonds.
.
isNot llnough~ ·••.
·
. ·· abroad
Pleasecomevisit,and see the magic.
Foundation members
Saturday at the
JarJ~ Binks- Worstsu,;:
~ gathered
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel,
(435)753-5619
..
q.fforfoi'Phantom
site of the first Academy
www.jewelry-d1rect
.com. porting
Merktce
?· ·
Awards,
for their 20th annuDiamonds
Savemoreon the thirdfloor•
al spoof of the Oscars takWashington
FederalBank
:;.7/~ ~~'.~ur¥zy
,?{~W.l8>~ · ing place the following day

TOTAL CONCEPT
HEALTHCARE
920 N. 200 W ., Suite A • 750-0366

Perfect Proportions

LOS ANGELES (AP) - On
the eve of the Oscar ceremony they love to dishonor, the
Golden Raspberry
Foundation let out its annual
Bronx cheers and picked
Wild Wild West as
Hollywood's worst offer ing
for 1999.
Loathed as "a wretched
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International
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We've
accepted
thefact
that
we're
onlv
qoinq
toqetonedate

at the Shrine Auditorium .
Winners never show up to
collect the gold-painted, golf
ball-sized plastic raspberry
atop a film canister. which
Wilson said are worth about
$4.27.
This year , however, actor
Robert Conrad planned to be
on hand. Conrad played
James West in the Wild Wild
West TV series - the same
character Smith played .
The Razzie for worst actor
went to Adam Sandler for his
role as "an amazingly idiotic
adop tive father " in Big
Daddy, and Heather
Donahue 's portrayal of "the
increasingly irksome director
of a doomed documentary"
in The Blair Witch Project got
the worst actress nod .
Donahue faced serious
compe tition from Catherine
Zeta-Jones, who was nominated in the worst actress
category for two films,
Entrapment and The
Haunt ing.
Worst supporting actors
were Denise Richards of The
World is Not Enough and JarJar Binks (voice by Ahmed
Best) of the Star Wars prequel.

KISS
HighDryCleaningPrices
Goodbye!
at

With
1JOU.

(Rctuall1J,
that's
thewa1J
wep1efer
it.1
Because
we"re
specialists
..wedothejobrithtthefirsttime.

~-'
W!sdorn
TeY-e~.
O ru
N

the Chicago manufacturer
disappeared from a loading
dock at Roadway Express on
March 8. Salvage man Willie
Fulgear stumbled across 52 of
the missing awar ds while
rum maging through a trash
container . Three Oscars
remain missing.
Fulgear, 61. became an
instant celebri ty. He was
given a $50.000 reward by
the shipping company and
two tickets to Sunday's show.
A Roadway trucker was
charged with stealing the
statuettes .
Weeks before the awards
presentations, the Academy
announced the evening's special awards: Warren Beatty
was named for the Irving
Thalberg Award for a high
level of producing. Among
his producer credits: Bonnie
and Clyde, Shampoo , Reds
and Dick Tracy.
Andrzej Wajda , premier
director of Poland , won an
honorary award "for showing
both the loftiest heights and
the darkes t depths of the
European soul."
His films include
Landscape after Battle, Man
of Marble and Man of Steel.

'Wild Wild West' gets voted
worst picture in Hollywood

For an appointment call:
at
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Protest follows funeral for
black man killed by officers
NEW YORK (AP)- Furious
protesters hurled bottles and
clashed with police Saturday
after the funeral for an
unarmed black man shot to
death by an undercover officer, the latest police shooting
to inflame tensions between
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and
the minority community .
Police used batons to knock
back bottles thrown outside a
Brooklyn church as the funeral Mass ended. One officer
was seen holding his head.
wrapped in a bandage. In all,
23 police were injured, some
suffering torn ligaments or
broken bones, others had to
have shards of glass rinsed
from their eyes.
Police said 27 people were
arrested on charges ranging
from disorderly conduct to
inciting a riot during the clash
which included the burning of
an American flag. They were
expected to be arraigned on
Sunday. Five civilians were
injured, police said, but details
of their conditions were not
immediately released.
A miles-long procession of
more than 3,000 protesters
and mourners led by the Rev.
Al Sharpton had followed a
hearse carrying the body of
26-year-old Patrick
Dorismond from a funeral
home to Holy Cross Roman

Catholic Church in for the
service.
Dorismond's shooting
March 16 was the third time
in the past 13 months that an
unarmed black man has been
fatally shot by undercover officers.
Giuliani has been criticized
for releasing information from
Dorismond's police record,
including sealed juvenile files,
and for not visiting
Dorismond's family.
As Dorismond 's coffin was
carried inside, a few protesters
surged forward and snatched
the U.S. flag that had draped
it, tore it to shreds and then
set the pieces on fire.
"It's our blood, it's not
cheap. We must let them
know this must stop," said
Michel Eddy, a 26-year-old
Haitian immigrant.
With car horns blaring,
protesters chanted, knocked
down police barricades, and
many demanded Giuliani's
resignation.
A car driving the wrong
way on a nearby street was
plastered with banners,
including one that read: "If
you shoot one of my children,
I shoot five of you ," and others threatening Giuliani's family.
Another protester walking
through the crowded street

shouted: "Rudy, I'll blow you
up to kingdom come , cut you
with a chain saw, and feed you
to the dogs!"
As the two-hour service
ended around 2 p.m ., a group
of unarmed community affairs
police and uniformed officers
outside the church began having increasing difficulty controlling the crowd. Within half
an hour, about 25 officers in
riot helmets carrying batons
entered the crowd and were
met by people throwing bottles and knocking down police
barricades. The face-off with
hundreds of protesters escalated quickly.
Giuliani issued a statement
praising the restraint of officers involved in the confrontation.
"Unfortunately, when you
allow demagogues to take over
for political and divisive purposes, the American flag gets
shredded and burned : steel
barricades are hurled and bottles are thrown injuring police
officers and civilians," he said .
The Dorismond shooting
has become a major issue in
his campaign for the U.S.
Senate against Hillary Clinton .
The first lady said last week
that the GOP mayor"s "utter
failure of leadersh ip " was a
sign that he couldn't be trusted.

PUTIN

Putin as a pragmatic
reformer who will restore stability in Russia and improve
people's lives by making
reforms work.
With a trademark poker
face, Putin comes across as
stern and colorless, often
cold. He is described often as
resembling the archetypal
"chekist" or secret policeman
- which appeals to many
Russians who believe tough
government alone can clean
up the country and restore
stability.
Putin insists he is a democrat, but he has been vague
about his plans beyond
stressing the . nee.d,fot .strA~ t
government. Some analysts
say Putin has few specific
plans because of his rapid
rise to power and it may be
months before his intentions
are clear. Nor is Putin likely
to turn things around quickly
after decades of authoritarianism and economic disintegration, they add.
Yeltsin, who stunned
Russians by resigning six
months early and dubbing
Putin as his political heir,
said Sunday he was confident
that the younger leader
would continue the reforms
set in place after the Soviet
collapse.
"Everybody is waiting for
change, " said Yeltsin after
casting his ballot. "There will

be some changes, but the
main thing is the course of
reform must stay, and it will
stay. I am convinced of that. "
Putin, who rose through a
series of mostly obscure government posts in the 1990s
and has never held elected
office, was appointed prime
minister by Yeltsin in August.
He gained immediate popularity for his vigorous image
and his tough handling of
the war in Chechnya . Putin
was named acting president
when Yeltsin resigned on
Dec. 31.
Little is known abou t
Putin and extensive checks
by jQur,Qq,ii$t:;.
q.J;glQther~ ,in ,
recent months have produced more questions and
few insights. Unlike many
prominent officials,
Putin has not been linked
to major corruption. boosting
his image in the eyes of
Russians who have seen
political insiders amass vast
fortunes while living standards for most people plummeted.
The election campaign was
lackluster because a Putin
victory seemed inevitable .
The other candidates
appeared resigned to not
winning and there was little
in the way of campaign ral lies and trips . State television
lavished Putin with daily coverage, boosting his chances.

Continuedfrom Page2
be more balanced, take into
account the existing realities
and aim at increasing living
standqrds," he told a news
conference.
The tough, man-of -action
image that Putin cultivates
appeals to many Russians,
tired of the uncertainty and
mayhem of the final years of
former President Boris
Yeltsin. Putin has promised
to end massive corruption,
revive the economy after
years of recession and restore
the political and military
influence that Moscow wielded before the Soviet collapse.
'Tm tired of all this disorder," said Vladimir Prishchev,
a pensioner casting his ballot
for Putin in Russia's Pacific
port city of Vladivostok,
where graft is rampant and
life miserable for most people . "When Putin takes
charge of something. he takes
it to the end."
Some Russians, particular ly liberals, fear Putin may
trample Russia's fragile•
democracy and restore the
iron control the secret police
enforced during the Soviet
era.
But some Russian reform ers and Western officials and
businessmen have praised
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Don't miss it ...
It's tradition.
SALE ENDS
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Gordon B. Hinckley's
"Standin g for Something"

UNIVERSITY

Neale Donald Walsch 's
"Friendship with God"
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NOAM CHOMSKY,AIJTHOR,1992:

"Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise, we
don't believe in it at all."
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Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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Nobody
cooks

Random
Numbers
Estimated
amount gambled annually
iII officepools.

100 billion
Estimated
odds of picking
all 63 games in

the NCAA
tournament
correctly..

Months it
tookfor the
~NASDAQ
composite to
" risefrom 500 to

Fashion show
lacked class

Tothe

EDITOR

3,000

For a class assignment, I had to attend the Fashion
show that was held on Friday. I was not exactly sure
what to expect, but what I got was absolutely disgusting. Granted, the girls were beautiful and some of
the outfits were cute, but others were outright offensive. Who really wants to see someone in nandcuffs
Months it
flaunting across the stage? And her friend that saw it
tookfor the
appropriate to flip the audience off was even more
·iilNASDAQ
offensive. Doesn't that department have ANY class?
Though I didn't expect to like all the clothes there
t composite to
and knew that people have different opinions of what
" rise ram 3,000 !s fashion and what isn't, I thought that those two
items were completely out of line, regardless of what
to 5,000
your opinion is on fashion.
Another thing, I have just one word for everyone
that was in the show, BRA! They work wonders, I
promise. I know that everyone has their different
opinions and ways of expressing themselves, and
they are entitled to that, but is it too much to ask that
people have class when they do?
LE"l"TERS
I think it is funny that that department wouldn't be
I.ensth shouldlie
a I ittle more discriminating when choosing who they
limiledto350wprrk
want o represent them in front of the who_le school.
All lt'ltrr,rn1ay/,,.,l10rtIt looked more like Hollywood Boulevard than it did
ei11,l,editedorr<'j_,.,_1e,_t,~_th
__e_T__
S~C. In the future, I would hope that people
for rea,,onsoJgool la!'/e
r memoor
I
eans t
a ' lfa IS so e•
1/11111e thing that should never go out of style.
1rd1111dancyDn~

f

About

Df,imilnr lel/t>ts.

Katie Limb
No n11011y111011,
lefter.,
will be publi,hed.
Writer,, 11111,t
,ign n/1
/t'it,•rs, with plrDrre
1111111/-oa
mu/ slud1ml
,wmba clt>arlystated.

Positive reasons to
drain Lake Powell

Friday's letter "Glen Canyon does have positive
effects" contained a few matters on which I feel
obligated to respond. As the writer of the letter is
teller, repre,;errling
group,, or moret/rnn from Page, Ariz., a town owing its entire existence to
une i11dividw1/- 11111,;t Glen Canyon Dam, his opinion is, to a degree, a
biased one. Likewise, I would like to state my biased
lun•en sing11lnrTt'/-'Tt.',;errlutivedmrly ,;/att>d, opinion, shaped by years of floating most of the
canyon country's rivers, hiking many of its canyons,
wil/r all nec,,,;s,1ry
ID
and i11fonr111lion. and seeing nearly all of them eventually wind up in
the dead cesspool of Lake Powell. However, instead
of focusing on these personal, selfish reasons that I
Writt'l'S 11111st
wnif 21
believe Lake Powell should be drained, I will examday, 1,efor<'
s11hmillin!{
s11ca>:<sive
letters - 11/l ine some of the elements of Friday's letter.
The letter states that, were Lake Powell drained,
exc,,,.,I
ions.
we would be faced with mud flats, a bathtub ring,
and garbage. True. It is, however, ridiculous to use
Letters can /-.,lumd
this
as reason to not drain the lake. Silt levels are only
d,-f,i,ert>d
or mnil,~t lo
increasing and will eventually inundate the entire
7711:
St11les11111n
in fht'
reservoir. This process may be seen in action if one
rsc 319, or cim lie goes
to where the Dirty Devil, Colorado or San Juan
e-nrailt>dat
rivers enter the lake. What is found at these places?
Mud flats, bathtub rings, and yes garbage! Perhaps
we could give Page's economy a further boost by
draining Lake Powell and beginning a massive
cleanup, providing thousands of jobs.
The letter also mentions Navajo Power Plant's use
STAFF
of lake water. The amount required is negligible, and
Wll0R·IN·OtlfF:
could even be economically pumped from river level,
Jami Slt'r::,,r
keeping Las Vegas supplied with power for all their
NIWIrnrrOR:
nece sities. The similar Huntington Power Plant in
Vick11L,mrpMI
Emery County has no large reservoir nearby, and
f£All RfS fDITOII:
functions quite well, I believe.
/11st111
P.nry
There are many other reasons aside from the
SPOR1' WITOII:
restoration of a beautiful canyon, too numerous to
Ct1,t'ylfn/)5{Jn
detail here, to drain Lake Powell. In the long run it is
PlloTOCDITOI\:
a temporary structure (its strength already threatened
/.i: Mmulsley
during the floods of 1984), whether we drain it now,
COPY
[D[TOII:
or
leave the job of a much greater cleanup to our
I/entlwr Fmlrick.,011
descendants in a few hundred years.
WrRfHllTOR:

Statesman

l..numllellnmy

EorrOf\L'J.
BOARD:

Paul Nelson

/mt'dSter:t'r
/[m/her I mlrick.son

DougSmenth
Irnh C11llt>r

htablished in 1902.
T/1,• Utah <;/a/c!-ma11
is published Monday,
Wednesday and
Friday and is the
.:,ffaial stud,•nt
ncws~'uf"!r of Utah
State Uniwrs,ty

drugs" , and force us to question how
effective similar legislation will be on
other social issues like gun control.
As usual, the ongoing debate over
concealed iirearms on campus is
lacking in any innovative solutions. The usual mindless rhetoric of outlawing guns to solve this problem
may in fact be a symptom of the real problem itself.
Let me explain.
As should be obvious to most, the problem of gun
violence in America is both serious and highly complex. Problems that are inherently complex in nature
demand solutions equally complex to attain desired
outcomes. The standard approach of passing more
gun control laws to fix the ongoing problem of gun
violence in America is like fixing the hard-drive on a
computer with tools left over from the stone-age.
Further, attempting to solve the problem of gun violence with such simple approaches may indicate how
mindless our society really is. Worse yet, a mindless
society cannot elect into office anything else except
equally mindless politicians.
This presents a very serious problem: solving these
complex problems will require the work of intelligent, problem solving politicians. But how can these
politicians get elected into office with such an uninformed and mindless public? I argue that the real
problem of gun violence in America, along with
many other social ills , is the result of an uninformed
society that lacks the mental means necessary to elect
qualifiea politicians into office. fherefore, gun violence can only be solved by a society with the necessary mental means to elect qualified politicians into
office.

Firearm debate lacking
innovative solutions

I would like to respond to the article on gun owners' rights and concealed firearms on campus that
appeared in The Utah Statesman in last Wednesday's
edition. Gun violence, like the use of illegal drugs in
America, is a serious one. Still, despite being illegal
to pusses - whether on or off campus - drugs are
highly accessible to anyone in America. As you read
this, students on this very campus currently have illeJhe Ul.111
Statl'sman
gal drugs in their possession. This should give us all
b print11J on
r,'\ycled 1111wsrrint. reason to ponder the effectiveness of the "war on

Jim Edgren

Powell a beautiful
landmark

Cooking
shows
are popular for the
same reas o
n
pornography has
so many fans. People like to
watch stuff that they can't do
themselves. If you are like
most people, cook ing is a
religious experience - you
only do it at Christmas and
Easter.
Even this is debatable.
Defrosting a pop-up timer
turkey and baking it, then
opening a can of J·ell ied
cranberry
sauce
oesn't
count, neither does squirting
a can of whipped cream on
top of a frozen pumpkin pie,
nor do bake 'n' serve rolls or
poppin' fresh dough.
If you are Ii ke me, you
probably think that not using
an electric can opener and
heating something in a nondisposable container means
the meal is practically
homemade. Well, this is
only because our expectations have been systematically lowered over the years.
I'm still suffering psychologica I damage because my
parents tricked
me into
thinking
frozen pot pies
were a special treat when I
was a kid.
Imagine
my
surprise
when I got out on my own
and found out you could
buy them six for a dollar on
sale. I had a special treat just
ab0ut every day· in college.
Likewise, it wasn't till I got
older that I questioned the
true meaning of a TV dinner.
What was the connection
between a meal in a tin tray
and television? In retrospect,
I guess it's because both TV
dinners and TV are bland
and without substance.
One of the positive results
of all this is that airline food
is starting to look pretty
good compared to the prefab stuff most of us eat at
home.
Probably the low water
mark in non-cooking history
happened last month when
Campbell's introduced it's
new "Ready to Eat" line of

soup. I guess life is just getting too hectic to expect
people to add that extra can
of water.
The directions on the can
label say "Do not add water,
place in pan and heat."
Simplicity at it's finest.
Gee, at least we'll have
something to tell our kids. "I
remember when I used to
have to add my own water
to soup. Yep, that was real
eatin'."
Ready to eat soup is silly
but at least it isn't as
obscene as cheese in an
aerosol can. I mean, destroying our ozone layer for beehive hairdos and w intergreen armpits seems reasonable compared to destroying
it for tacky hors d'oeuvres.
It's just the ultimate conclusion to an emerging trend
that started with "instant"
everything.
One of my favorite jokes
remains the observation by
comedian Steven Wright: "I
put instant coffee in a
microwave oven and I went
back in time." How much
faster is instant coffee than
brewed? You still have to
heat the same amount of
water.
Microwave
popcorn is
convenient, but it should be
called "grease in a bag." At
least Jiffy Pop gave you
something
interesting
to
watch. Cooking and eating
are two things that ought to
be relaxing. What we really
need are more instant things
that give us more time to
cook and eat.
1
Instant meetings would
be nice, instant leaf raking,
window washing, car vacuuming, house painting and
grocery shopping too; or
instant grocery and bank
checkout lines and instant
disposal of people who write
checks in the "cash only"
checkout lines.
At the rate we are going,
by the year 2002 restaurants
will have to stop putting
"home cooking" in their
advertisements.
It'll
just
scare people away.

I am so sick of hearing all of these people talk
about draining Lake Powell.
Powell is a beautiful landmark. I assure you that if
and when they do drain it, the remnants of Glen
Canyon will be ugly and disgusting . Just think of how
Dennis Hinkamp's column
much oil residue will be left over after 20 years of
appears
every Monday in The
boating, not to mention all of the garbage and other
Utah Statesman.
unmentionable things people dump overboard.
If the supporters of draining Lake Powell can post
signs that promote their ridiculous vision then why
are people that don't agree with them ridiculed and
looked down upon? Vandals, immature losers? I think
not. Using their right to protest against a cause they
don't believe in ... Yes! Tearing down the signs and
replacing them was a formal protest as well as a slap
in the face to anyone promoting "The Drain."
In no article have I read that the protesters' fliers
and posters were also vandalized, most likely by the
draining people. Only one hour after I saw the signs
on the ground and the new "save the lake" signs posted they were all removed, obviously by some orgaSoclAL CALENDARING
WITH ANN/ Ann Bluemlein
nized crime ring of immature.lunatic vandals.

Spring offers
budding social
opportunites

Brian Decaria

Lake Powell provides
fond memories
I would like to commend Johnathan Nelson for
stating his opinion ;igainst draining Lake Powell. Lake
Powell holds many fond memories for me. It is a
beautiful place of recreation. Like Mr. Nelson, I think
it is a little too late to consider saving Indian ruins.
They have been underwater for decades, and by now
I am sure they are destroyed. Also, I would like to
point out that civilizations come and just as quickly
go. When one civilization goes, another comes in its
place. Our civilization is dominant now. The people
of the past are gone Draining lake Powell would certainly tear down our own civilization of today. It
would take away from not only awesome recreational opportunities, but it would deplete major sources
of power and water.
Obviously draining Lake Powell would hurt our
own society of today irn111Pnselymore than it would
help the ecosystem or prest•r\e remains of the past.
While I do believe in preserving the environment, I
also believe that it is more important to consider the
needs of mankind before considering the needs of
animal kind. I believe that as WP consider the needs
of our own civilization first in an educated manner,

Jmnp_
to LEmRS..Page.
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Spring
is definitely in
the
air
and the
h o r mo n es
are flying. Even
if you aren't interested in
romance, this is an excellent
week for social calendaring.
Don't be shy. Make an
appointment
with
your
roommate to go to a play.
Or call that old friend from
last semester and plan a
concert. Invite that cute person to dinner and an event.
Be brave!
Now haul out your planner and set up these social
engagements for this week
tnere are many good
opportunities.
Monday - Spring organ
concert at Kent, 7:30 p.m.
free with ID. Selections
include the classic (and my
favorite) "Jesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring," and other Bach
works. Sit way up at the top
and comment (quietly) to

your companion about the
social etiquette behavior of
the other concert-goers.
Or go to a store and look
at the spring flowers and
plan a garden in your mind.
Better yet, buy a small flat of
flowers and plant them.
Flowers can make you
happy - and they are pretty
cheap.
Tuesday The USU
Outdoor Center is having a
slide show of hiking the
Appalachian Trail. Free - at
7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Rec Center (by the stadium).
Or count out how many
days of school are left, subtract holidays and weekends. Make a goal about finishing the semester. Plan out
how many dates you 'could'
have before summer starts.
Get started on date plans.
Wednesday - Concert of
wind instruments at 7:30
p.m. in Kent. Free with ID.
Another great chance to
invite someone over for dinner and do something cul-
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Thousands
crowd
to watch
launch
of Amistad
replica
MYSTIC.Conn. (AP)- More than a century ago. SengbePieh
led slavesaboard the Amistadin a revoltin which they overthrew
their captors in an effort to return to their homeland.
On Saturday,the launchinga replicaof the 129-footschooner
gavePieh'sgreat-grandsonhope for the future and optimism that
his ancestor'sfight for freedom would soon be heard around the
world.
"It'sunbelievablethat an icon of slaveryis being transformed in
this millennium into an icon of partnership,faith in each other and
of human rights for all of us,"said Samuel Pieh.who runs an organizationthat worksto improverelationsbetween Africaand the
United States.
Thousands,includingAmericanand Sierra Leonedignitaries
and descendantsof the Amistadcaptives,watched and cheered as
the 138-tonvesselwas loweredinto the MysticRiver.
The ship was christened with water from Cuba, LongIsland and
Sierra Leone- where the slaveswere sold,captured by American
authorities and finallyreturned home.
ShirleyYemaGbujama,the minister of socialwelfare,gender
and children'saffairsin Sierra Leone,and African-Americanactress
RubyDee broke the bottle of water over the ship's bow.
A brass bell tolled for each of the ship's 53 captives.
The six-year,$3.1millionmarked the beginningof the unending
task of teachinghistories,forgottenstories and improvingrace relations,organizerssaid.
"Sherepresentsfriendship,which is the translation of the name
Amistad,cooperation...all of the good stuff,"said Warren Marr II.
who began in 1976to push for the project.
The slavestook control of the originalAmistadnear Cuba in
1839.Their story was depicted in a 1997movieby StevenSpielberg.

Takepart in Mother's
Weekend2000~
Let your mot.herknowan excellent piece of
advice she has given to guide you down life's
path. If your mother'sadvice and your
submissionis best, you'll win a $50 gift
certmcate to spendat the USUBookstore
(perhaps, on your mom!)
Write down your mother'saclviceon the
Entry Form below.Youmay also submit a
photo of you and your momwith the entry.
Bring your form to the USUBookstore.Aggie
Apparel Shop.by 12:00 noon.Thursday,
April 6, 2000.
We'll post your entry in The
Statesman on Mothers Weekend,
April 14, highlighting the '"inner.
Additional Contest Information: USUBookstoreManagementwill select the winning entry. Bookstore
employeesand immediaterelatives are not eligible to win. The USUBookstorereserves the right to reject.
edit, or shorten entries For reasonsof goodtaste, or volume or responses.
Entry Location: USUBookstore,TSCLower Level
Aggie Apparel Shop

we will know how to meet the needs of animal life. It is im~ortant for us to remember that our own needs must be met first.
Kandice Knight

To drain or not? Mission
accomplished
First, I would like to clarify some points regarding t_heletter
to the editor from Aleishia Baker (3/24). Secondly, it seems
that the "cheap talk about draining 'Lake' Powell" (_Nelson,
3/24) does not seem to be so cheap w~en you c~ns1der the
discussion and controversy that it has raised. The fliers advertising the "Drain 'Lake' Powell?" meeting and lecture were
posted twice.
.
However the first time they were hung they did not last
long, and V:ere torn from the places that t_hey had previously
been hung. This prompted volunteer reaction, and fliers were
hung a second time the evening befor~ the ev~nt. The second
time fliers were posted in abundance in addition to the chalk
adv~rtisements to make sure that-aH wern well informed of the
event.
b R' h d
So, the advertising was a success! The lecture Y 1c ar
lngebretson, president and founder of the Glen . Canyon
Institute, was well-attended and sparked good questions and
comments from both sides of the argument. Anyo~e who took
notice of the fliers may have seen that the main message,
"Drain 'Lake' Powell" was followed by a question mark.
The lecture and fli~rs were meant to open a dialogue: to get
people to discuss their concerns, and the pros and cons of
draining 'Lake' Powell. Judging from the recent flood of ~etters
to the editor, this goal seems to have _been accompl1s~ed!
Whether this reservoir is going to be drained or not, all sides
of the issue should be examined, and all concerns attended to.

Utah
State
UNIVERSITY

Additional entry forms are available at the USU Bookstore.

Photosmay be claimed on or after April 17th at the AggieApparel Shop.
Photosnot claimed by April 30, 2000, will be discarded.The USU
Bookstore is not responsible for lost or damagedphotos.

ltl IEKS
Continuedfrom Page12

Deadline: 12:00 noon,Thursday,April 6, 2000

BOOKSTORE ~ ...................
.

Entry Form: Print legibly or type
Mother, have I told you the best advice you ever gave to me was...
in black ink. Limit wording to the
space providedl.Jelow.If you submit
a photo, writ e your name and your
mother's nameon the back of the
photo and attach to this form.
Your name:
First _________

Last _____

_
___

__

_

Phonenumber______

_

Mother's name:
First _________

_

Last _____

_ ____

_ For additional information, call 797-1639.
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Logan's
)Premier
apartments
... ·ecrnss
thestreet
from
campus.

TonyStout

SPRING
Continuedfrom Page12
tural! And you people in that
music class where you have
to go to all those concertsthis counts!
In the Black Box theater
(Studio Stage) there is a play
at 8 p.m. through Saturday,
free with ID. But get there
early for seats - they often
sell out. Some adult themes,
so be warned if that bugs you.
If you don't mind a drive,
drive south and see "Fiddler
on the Roof" for free through
Friday . It's at the LOS Stake
Center, 800 S. 600 East in
River Heights. Show starts at
7 p.m. and is sure to be entertaining.
Thursday - Go to the
show (above) you missed. Or
watch "E.R." Or do homework. Or ski naked. Or make
weekend plans. Or nap. All of
these are good (except maybe
the skiing).

Canyon Winds concert at
7:30 p.m. in the Eccles
Conference Center. Go and
be inspired by the beautiful
music.
Friday- Make plans for a
big dinner with friends. Go
watch
the stars. Watch
movies (get to Hastings
EARLY for good video selection on Friday nights).
Weekend - Remember its
General Conference weekend
and you can watch church on
TV!! Plan yummy brunches
and invite friends over . Make
sure your couch is comfortable. Stock up on chicken
and broccoli casserole or Jel10 or frog-eye salad. Make it
an event and be social and
spiritual at the same time!

Ann Bluemlein is a graduate student in the Journalism
(and communication)department. Tonight she is dyeing
her hairs. E-mail her to see
how it turned out at
slzk7@cc.usu.edu.

675 East 600 North

720 North 700 East
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•Private Bedroom & Bathroom
,s-.
•Desk, Bed & Bockcase in each bedroom
~~•~
•2 phone lines in each bedroom
~~~ ~
•Laundry in each apartment (no coins!)
v~~~
•Modem kitchen facilities
•C~~le TV jacks in each bedroom J. . · ~ ·••••
•Living Room
....
•No parking hassles
~~ ~
•Air conditioning
......_~
'"-.
•Internet Services available
l ·
•Filled apartment Incentive.
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Located between
W;1IMi1rtand the Sports Academy

w. Hart

The ofhce of HASSSenator was reopened by the ASUSUElections
Committee last week due to a lack of
candidates.The followingare profiles
provided the by the candidatesand are
presented here in a format similar to
the biographiesof all candidatespreviouslypublished in The Utah
St t
a esman.
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EyesbyHART@aol.com
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HASSSENATOR
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The UtahStatesmanCAMPUS

Brad Armstrong is a senior from
Logan. The history major has served on
the HASSCouncil and has volunteered
in the Service Center and is recruitment
chair for Sigma Gamma Chi.
Armstrong said he hopes to develop
stronger publicity, hopes to promote
awareness. will plan alumnae days for
career exploration and networking, will
bring HASSdepartments more closely
together, and will give HASSdubs more
vis\,bfl~funto establish and promote
strong publicity and awareness of the

;~~i~:;~~~s;it~~J~i~gc!~i~iscover
what the various departments and orga•, nizations provide.·
Myke Bybee,a junior from
Farmington, has been STABORC chair.
founder of Ecological Coalition of
Students and a regional coordinator of
the Sierra Student Coalition; founder
and captain of USU's Ultimate Team,
and has been a lobbyist for the Sierra
Club in Washington, D.C.
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Change your oil like.~~ ~,:
..-....
you change your
,.~~socks. Often.
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Change engine oil at recommended intervals
and you'll go a long way to prolong the
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life of your GM car or truck.
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SANTA FE, Texas (AP)Amanda Bruce thinks she
knows why so few classmates
and neighbors have joined
her in speaking out against
public prayers at high school
football games.
"They're scared they'll be
shunned by the community
or be labeled an atheist or
devil worshipper like I was,"
said the 18-year-old senior,
who wrote newspaper
columns against the practice
Nearly five years after two
families filed a lawsuit
against the Santa Fe school
district over the prayers, the
U.S. Supreme Court will hear
oral arguments in the case
on Wednesday. It will be the
court's first major school
prayer ruling since 1992,
when it barred clergy-led
invocations and benedictions

Se~oo Sn,,·,- - Exp5131,0)

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

WhyisTIAA-CREF
the
#1 choice
nationwider
TheTIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and

Easydiversification among a range of expertly
managed funds

Off1eer this past year, was a STAR
Volunteer and Kappa Delta Assistant
Treasurer.
She said she has goals to increase
awareness of scholarships available for
HASSstudents, continue working to
~ring in prominent alumni tor ne~orkmg, poll students before votmg on issues,
unify HASS through socials, programs
and activities and "inculcate the Dinner
for Twelve Strangers program which
introduces students to successful alumni."
Dallof said, "The college of HASSis
one of the largest and most diverse on
campus. As HASSsenator, I will unite the
many majors and improve the college
experience for each student through programming and legislation."
Janalyn
Hillam.a senior from
Taylorsville. has been LDSSAPublicity
vice president. SfAR Volunteer, A-Day
committee member. Special Olympics
Volunteer, Lambda Delta Sigma pledge
trainer and other high school and
church experiences.
She said she would: provide activities
that involve all departments: have better
publicity regarding legislation and events;
establish activities for undeclared students; and address student concerns .
Hillam said. "My ultimate goal is to
unite the college of HASSby creating
activities and providing effective publicity
that will bond the students in all the different departments. I want to be an
active voice for the students:

at graduation ceremonies.
is seeking the Republican
At issue is whether public
presidential nomination, and
school districts can allow stu- state Attorney General John
dents to initiate and lead
Cornyn filed briefs supportprayers over the publicing student-led prayer.
address system before the
The identities of the two
football games. A decision is
families who filed the lawsuit
expected by late June.
- one Catholic and one
For some of the 10,000
Mormon - were sealed by
residents of Santa Fe, a bedthe courts.
room community
Their lawsuit
40 miles southeast
alleged that
'They're scared the school disof Houston with
trict's policy of
more churches
they'll be
than restaurants.
allowing stuthe Supreme
shunned by the dents to lead
Court's decision
at
community or be prayers
has profound perhome football
sonal implications.
labeledan atheist games violated
If prayer at
the First
or devil
Amendment by
sporting events is
upheld, "it probacreating a "perworshipper like I vasive
religious
bly will destroy my
atmosphere."
faith in the
was.'
Constitution and
Mason,
what this country
whose four
• 18-YEAR-OLD
•
stands for," said
children
COWMNISf
Debbie Mason, a
attended Santa
Fe schools, said
Baptist who testified for the plaintiffs in the
about 25 families, angered by
numerous incidents includlawsuit.
On the other side. school
ing distribution of Gideon
Bibles at Santa Fe High
board President John Couch
II foresees trouble if prayer is School. considered joining
the suit but most dropped
disallowed.
"It would be a huge disapout as the conflict drew
widespread attention.
pointment not only for us
but for the nation," he said.
A year ago, the 5th U.S.
"Students and private citiCircuit Court of Appeals
zens would have their rights
upheld a federal judge's ruling that "nonsectarian and
taken away from them on
non-proselytizing" prayer
public property. I think it
could be allowed at public
would be the start of further
school events such as gradudownfalls."
Gov. George W. Bush, who
ation .

The judge had also
allowed the same limited
prayers at football games.
But the 5th Circuit said
those prayers are out of
bounds, ruling that the
games are "hardly the sober
type of annual event that
can be appropriately solemnized with prayer."
The Supreme Court is limiting its review to only the
prayers-at-football games
issue.
The school district
responded to the 5th Circuit
ruling by crafting strict
guidelines banning pre-game
prayer, and warned senior
Marian Ward, elected by fellow students to deliver brief
messages solemnizing football games, that she would be
disciplined if she prayed.
Ward's family filed suit in
September, arguing that the
guidelines violated her free
speech rights. A U.S. District
Court judge agreed that the
guidelines the school had
written were unconstitutional and ruled that the school
could not censor Ward's
speech.
Ward was given a standing
ovation when she delivered a
prayer before the school's
football home season op,ener.
Earlier this month in
Texas· Republican primary,
94 percent of voters
approved a nonbinding resolution backing student-initiated prayer at school sporting events.

Available at
Computer
Solutions
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than 80 years,TIAA-CREFhas helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for and enjoy-successful

He said he will promote student
awareness and involvement in ASUSU
decision making, will encourage academic freedom and diversity on campus, will
support groups ·outside of the mainstream: and will provide an alternative
viewpoint to -the usual ASUSUestablishment.
Bybee said, ·1 want to bring the voice
of students into AsUSU. to promote student involvement, to subvert the dominant cultural paradigm, and encourage
diversity of ideas and free thinking."
JeffreyCrockett,a senior from
Garland, is a liberal arts major who is
currently a member of the ASUSU
Extensions Committee, and Institute
recruitment representative .
He said he has goals to provide "true
representation· for the College of HASS;
work to represent the non-traditional
Extension students in the college: promote the activities and events of the
clubs within HASSthrough co-sponsorship; write legislation in the senate and
make information about HASSand legislation available through the web and email updates.
·1 will represent and be a legislative
voice for students on campus and for
non-traditional extension students I will
focus on making the Academic Senate a
source of legislation and promoting the
events of the organizations within HASS
through co-sponsorship," Crockett said.
SarahDallofis a freshman from
Layton who has been on the HASS
Council. was HASSFaculty Relations

THETIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.And for
good reasons:
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Computer Solutions
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USU Computer Center 135
Logan, UT 84322-3715
8am-4:30pm M-F
(435) 797-3357
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that the baby was pretty darned cute. She is
also, of course, very gifted. I know this
because the next morning, I carried Sophie
over to the hospital-room window, and we
about 14 months. In theory, the baby was had, however, heard many strong opinions looked out, and I told her that this was the
supr )sed to be headed toward the exit at that from total strangers. For some reason, total world, and she should not get involved with
p~in , but thi~ particulc;1rba?y se~med to_li_ke strangers feel compelled to do two things it. I also told her that our pol icy regarding
it in there. This baby was still up in the vicin- whenever they see a pregnant woman:
boys was that she would never be allowed to
ity of Michelle's sinus cavities.
1. Touch her belly, as though her navel date or look directly at them. I could tell by
So with month 15 of labor looming, the were an elevator button; and
her facial expression that she understood me
doctors decided to remove the baby via
2. Look her over, the way state-fair judges completely. Although it might also have been
Caesarian section, a medical procedure examine a cow, then loudly declare the gas.
named for the Roman emperor Julius Section. baby's gender.
So now we're in that mode -- you parents
They put up a curtain, with Michelle's head
There was absolutely no doubt in any- know the mode I'm talking about -- where
on one side and the rest of her body on the body's mind that this baby was a boy. During you don't sleep much, and you find yourself
other. Michelle and I both stayed on the head the pregnancy at least 600 total strangers celebrating a baby poop the way the French
side, so we saw nothing; the doctors could assured us of this fact. NOBODY thought it celebrated the liberation of Paris, and you
have been over there grafting on extra legs, or was a girl. So you will not be surprised to walk around the house at 4:30 a.m. with the
replacing Michelle's spleen with a harmoni- learn that when the moment came, the doc- baby on your shoulder, trying to remember
ca, and we would have had no way of know- tors reached in and pulled out 7 pounds, 9 the words to lullabies. ("And if that Billy goat
ounces of Sophie Kaufman Barry.
ing.
don't shed, papa's gonna buy you ... a squirFinally, the doctors shouted "Stand up,
As a trained journalist, r can state with rel named Ed.")
Dad!" This was my signal to stand up, look total objectivity that she is the cutest little girl
My point is that lately I haven't had time to
in the history of the world. The doctors took follow the presidential campaign, or to assess
over the screen, and pass out.
No, seriously, I managed to remain con- one look at her and immediately decided that the current crop of candidates. I'm sure
scious, because I was dying to know the they would shut down the hospital birthing they're all fine men. But they're not getting
baby's gender. There's a test they can do to unit, because this baby was so perfect that near my daughter.
determine the gender ahead of time; I think there was clearly no point in making any
they insert a tiny photo of Leonardo DiCaprio more.
Dave Barry is a humor columnist for the
into the uterus, and if the baby punches it, it's
OK, they didn't say that, but they agreed, Miami Herald. Write to him do The Miami
a boy. We had not had this test done. We under intensive interrogation from the father, Herald, One Herald Plaza, Miami FL

Dave's busy remembering nursery rhymes
DA\tE•s
WORLD/
DaveBarry
Today, I'd like to
share with you my
thoughts on the presidential
campaign.
Unfortunately, I don't
have any, because my
wife and I just had a
baby.
The birth went very
well from my perspective, which was the perspective of a person
keeping an eye on the contractions via a hospital bedside computer monitor. My wife,
who was experiencing the contractions in
person, found it more challenging, although I
know she appreciated my helpful reports:
ME (watching the monitor): OK, you're
having a contraction now.
MICHELLE: ARRRRRRGGGGHHHHHH
ME: It looks like a big one.
MICHELLE:
AAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGHHH HHH HH HHHHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

00
The contractions went on for what seemed
like two years, although it was really only

.)

Candidateprofiled
Due to an error,the followinginformation was not forwarderfby the ASUSUElectionsCommittee to The
Statesmanand was not printed with other candidate'sbiographicalinformation last Wednesday.It is presentedfor
your review today.
SERVICE
VP
AleciaFredrickson
Fredricksonis currently on the Val R.Christensen
ServiceCenter Council, serving as director of the USU
SpecialOlympics lmtitational.
Fredricksonsaid she has goals to impove the Service
Center through leadership training, reflections and evaluations of each program. widening diversity and finding
funding through grants.
"My position as the director of SpecialOlympics has
prepared me for the office of ServiceVP,"she said. ·r plan
to help others experiencequality servicewith a purpose to
better ourselvesand the community around us."
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1• Aug.8 EOE. Callfor app\ication1·BOQ-3522·
Cache Valley Starters and Alternators
,
6133or seeWeb,acpgsc.org
Logan'sonly remanufacturer
of starters and
attemators.We have our own tow truck. Call
753-1T76or stopin at 303NorthMain,Loqan
2·5 yearsof schoolleft? Spend$10-25,000
rentingor buy our 2 bedroommobilehome for
$9,500. pad fee + util. only $245 per month,
washer,dryer,shed andmorelCall797-6875
NCOMETAX PREPARATION
20% dscount
or studentsCall258-2332

FOR SALE

$6000permon1hprocess,ng
govt.mortgagerefundsfromhome No experiencenecessary1888-649-3435
ext 104

CARS & TRUCKS

Loseweight.FeelGreat
appetitecontrol.tons
of energy.many
plansto
choosefrom.www.aUaboutweightlOss.com

JEWELRY

1998Ford ExplorerXLT loaded,new llers, like
new averageretail$24,400mustsell SlG,999. Cert,f1edJC Millenniumcut diamonds. 88
752-3389DL4368
facetsCall Joel Nelsoncollectin SLC801·278•
5230\JnelsonObr.state.ut.us
1997Jeep Wrangler,lifted,wheels, CD, black
$12,999oboaskfor Rachel752-3389

1996 DodgeRam SLT Sport Extendedcab,
loaded6 diskCD, new wheelsand tires, must
seeS19,999
OBO(John)752-3389

TRAVEL
BEFLEXIBLE
... SAVE$$$
EuropeS239(o/w+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDEII
Hawa,i$129(o/w)
Mexico/CaribbeanS209(r,1+ taxes)
Cat 800-834-9192
www.4cheapair.com

1996 Ford ExplorerXLT Loaded,Sunroof, 6
disc CD. average retail $19,400,must sell
$15,999752-3389DL4368

Eurorall
PassE.rperts
www.ra,ldeals.com
Gettonsof FREEstuff2500discountoffers,railmap&
Applications
be,ngacceptedfor Sll'TV!lerlschooltimetable,FreenightO ThePinkPalaceand
more
year2000. Closeto campus,priva1e
bdrm.mgr.
1-888-RAILPASS
or ralldeals.com
at Brooklane,
645East900 North#1,752-4824.

FOR RENT

LASS
PLEASE NOTE

GREATBARGAIN!$395summer,$1995next!
schoolyear. Privatebedroom
• mgr.at Forest
GateWest.460North400East#40,752-1642.

or All Your Insurance Needs,
Including Studen·t Health
·ID$1:.lcance

Great studentapartmentrates! School year/
summercontractsavailable. Cali for specials
753-8128.

peoplewho can develOp00 software,offer
customersupport,wnte technicaldocuments,
and more.Theseopeningsare locatedin Salt
Lookingfora placeto live?
LakeCity.Weirenterview,ng
applicantson Apnl
www.hous1ng101.net...
3 at USU.ContactCareerServices(797-77n)
Yourmoveoff campus!
forJobdescnpttons
. schedul,ng,
andalum111
contact information. Go to
HYPERLINK
http1/www.ovid
com http1iwww.ov1d.com
to
learnmoreaboutOvid
Maleroommateneededforprivateroomat Oakndge CheapRentlIncludesuhl~1es.
CallJanna
713-6313.
IC

Class,fedadvertis,ng
deadlinesareoneworking
daypnorto the daypubficat1011
1sdesiredat 1o
a.m. Costper submission
1s10 centsper word
$1 minimum. Reduced rates for quantity
insertionsareavailable.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependng on frequency. VISA. MasterCard
and Aggie Express are also accept•
ed for payment.Use797-3359to placephone
ads. Adverti•ersshould carefully read the
classified ad form, TSC 319. The Utah
Sl8tesmanreservesthe nghtto refuseanyad, Nice mobilehome by WillowPark. $2G,OOOStoraget11lls6X12.and12X24fencedw'locked
display,or classified. The Utah Statesman obo. Call563-1491
gate.goodrates J&KStorage753-0653
disclaims all liability for any damagesufferedasa resuttof anyadvertisement
in
this newspaper.TheStatesmanhasauthonty Nowrecruitingfor part IIIT'eand full time. We Why rent whenyou can own Yorkshirevmage
to edt and locateany classifiedadvertisement areloolungfor fnendly.motivated.responsible, Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
asdeemedappropnate
team playerswho enioy workingwith people garage, hrst lime buyers programavailable.
Wecurrentlyhavepostionsopenfor wrapartist. Modelhomeat 1800North300West,Logan,or
Flexiblehours, greatenvironment.Pleasecall call 755-6699.www.yorkshirevillage.com
NewYorkBurrito512-5265.

HELP WANTED

$1500weeklypotentialma1ing ourcirculars.
Forinfocal 203-977-1720

SERVICES

WorlcparMtmeto earnfull-timeincome. Thisis
a new opportlllrtyand concepton a product
& CD RECORDINGS
that has been successfully
markedthroughout AUDIORESTORATION
Get in on the E-commerce
boom,startmaking the countrysince1953.Ths is not a MLMcom- SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
moneyoverthe Internet.Jesse563-021
o
HaveAll YourCassettes,8
tracks/LP·s
& DArs
pany. CallToddat 888-523-3557
DigitallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We
Offerthe BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein
utah WithSonicSolutionsNo No,se& CD Pre•
Greatsummerjob nearYellowstone
National
Mastenng.
Park!Retailclerksneededfor g1f11rock
shop.
Sendletterol nterestto • LeeSloan,RareEarth
PR.
OFESSIONAL
STUDIO • .•.
,.•.
Unlimrted,
P.O.Box193,WestYellowstone,
MT Diamondsdirect from the cuttersof Antwerp EQUIPMENT
Cassette/LP
to
CD:$25
· · . ;/·
59758Websrte:
Belgium. For the best priceon diamondscall
D,grtalAudioTapeto CD=S30
"
RAREEARTHOwyellowstone.com
Geneat 752-7149
45-78rpmLP'Si8track1Reel
to Reel
toCD=S35
Alldupricatecopies$10each.
Join Ovid Technologies'
We lead the industry
ForMoreInformation
Call Dave@ 770-2345or
wrthour Internetpubl,sh,ngand informationre- CampStaff positionsavail At girt ScoutSllllEmailwebmasterOspectrades1gn.com
{SeMng
trievalservicesfor the medical,academic.and mercampsin NorthernPZ..CampCounselors,
CacheValleySince1976
scienbfic
communrties.
Weneed sharp,enerqel• ProqramSpecialists,R,d,nqCounselors.June

DIAMONDS

SUMMER IOBS

Ii/•;·.·.·
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1 Dozen Roses Arranged
.Just $29. 95

!Zliil.

Fred's Flowers
41 North Main
Logan•

752-6242

--

ANNOUNCELOOKINGFOR A GREATHONEYMOON
OR
VACATIONFORTWO?7 day 6 night Florida
vacationand Bahamascruiseplus2 free round MUSTSELLI8 dayFloridatrip,CHEAP!Books,
rtems,GREAT
tripa1~1ne
ticketsONLYSS75!Call79204997or toddlertoys,fabric,crafts/sewing
emailSLD6M@cc
usuedu
STUFF!Call753-2595

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

The Bureauof land Management(BLM)has
Blue Water Scuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial 1ntemsh1ps
ava,lable 111Archeology,Law Enair stat,on.We can take careof all yourscuba forcement,Natural Resources,PhysicalSci•
needs.Sales,rentals, and instructions.
Classes ence, Range land Management,Recreation
areyear round,youcan be certified1nJusttwo Planner.and WildlifeBiology, Cometo Career
weekends! Group rates available.For more Seivices(University Inn #102) for more info.
info.call752-1793.
797-77T7.
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ValleyView USU Near-Campus
APartments Housing Specialist
How accepting rent for
Summer and Fall ZOOO

Call

787-2100

~Oi
~1

For info on the following homes call
our property hotline 1-888-400-9130,
then dial the following home wdes:
#6006 -Look at this
option! Tired of
noisy neighbors?
WHY RENT?

#6023. GREAT
LOCATION,within
walking distance of
USU.This househas
plenty of bedrooms!
FREE REPORT!
Call our 24 hr infoline 1800-421-6d59
#i103 for "6 things you should know
before you buy"
#1101 for "bow to stop paying rent
and own your home"

-DAYFILM. www.CarolynKoskan.com
DEVELOPING~~
755-3028
UlahState~"'"•
\b.1,J....:.-.," lr. ..1.1,R.1.i.

UNIVERSITY

•/.,-;;;,--.'

BOOKSTORE MORE
,....---

-

iu•'"

Gold Key

Rea/Jy,Inc.

CALL Stuling Bone

.

-

--·

FRED RICO'S
F.mou.-Pu~•

~~Brin~ In this ad and
receive a Free drink
with a medium or
large pizza.
1349 E. 700 N.•752•0130

I
I ac=-..
kB
J-111!1Le I!

STATESMAN
OFFICE:

◄

797-1775FAX:797-17(:f)

statesmar@cc.usu.edu
-www-.st-atesm-an_
.usullilliWllll.edu..__._..~,

Monday,March27
OHelp StressTest the
QUADStudent
Information System,8 to
9:45 a.m.,WIN PRIZES!
OSummer Semester
Open registrationbegins
O"Women Over 65

AchievementAward"ceremony,7 p.m. TSC
Ballroom.
OPride!Alliance7 p.m.
TSCRoom 335 Dr. Richley
Crapo willbe speaking

Tuesday,March28
OPartners in Business
Student Host Meeting for
Human Resources
Seminar,3 p.m. Bus Room
320
OPRSAAchapter meeting,
5:30 p.m., Animal Scienve

Room 115,Professor
RobynKratzer to speak
OCareer Servicesat
ASFHDactivity,4:30 p.m.
FL206.Everyone
welcome!
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Wednesday;March29
OASUSUFinal Elections
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AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

F.Y.I.

• ATTENTIONFEMALE
SIUDENTSANDFACULTY!We are currentlyrecruiting
vohmteeisfora
nutritionstudy.Must be 18 to 45, taking birth control pills,NOT pregnant and NOT breastfeeding.
Involvesblood draws. CompenSationprovided.
•StudentHealthInsurancerepresentative
from GMContact Angieat 797-0896or nfs306®hotmail.com.
Southwestwillbe here on campusApril 30 in the morning.
• PeerAssistantto assistwith general academic
If you have any issuesor problemspleasecontact Steve
advising;work with advisors.Must have completed
one year at USU:be able to maintain confidentiality,
Jennings797-0066or e-mailjennings@admissions.usu
.edu
minimum 3.3 GPA.Good interpersonalskills. SS25
• WAU March31.5 pm. TicketsavailableNOW USU
Ticketoffice. Luau DressRehearsalSaturday@Weber. 9 am. stipend per semester.Pickup applicationin TSC
MANDATORY.
This is PolynesianWeek. Join the fun activi- Room304. Deadline March31.
•JoinSDCKSfVolunteer1 to 2 hours a week to
ties and contestson the TSC Patioeverydayat 12:30p.m.
•Val R.ChristensenServiceCenter is nowacceptingl~der- tutor in schoolsthroughout the valley.For more
shipappB.catiom
for the 2000-01schoolyear.This is a great information,and sign up. stop by the servicecenter.
• Markyour calender for the Infancy,
Clilldhood
way to get involved.Pickup you applicationin TSC Room
andAdolescence:
Cwrent Directionsin Theoiy,
327 DeadlineApril6.
•The BIM has internships
available
in Archeology
, Law
Research
andApplication
17th Annual Conference
Enforcement.Natural Resources,PhysicalScience, Rangeland here at ECC,May 15 through19;This conference
providescompellingand cutting-edgeinformation
Management,RecreationPlanner.and WildlifeBiology
.
on topicsrelated to both normativeand deviant
Contact Career services797-77n.
• Reception
Welcoming:
B. ByronPrice- ExecutiveDirector development.includingfactorsrelated to child maltreatment and family/ schoolenvironments.Info
of the BuffaloBillHistoricalCenter in Cody,Wyo. and
RobertThacker- Editorof AmericanReviewof Cmadian
797-9801
• The 2CXXJ
/ 01 GraduateScholmhipapplications
Studies.March28. 4:30 to 6:30 p.m..Caine House at 691 E.
500 North. Alsojoin us for a presentation ·western Art
are now availablefrom the USUWomen'sCenter.
Museums· by B. ByronPrice March 2912:30.1:30pm Nora This is for Graduate reentry women with a gap of
EcclesHarrison Museum of Art. 650 N. 1100East,Logan,
five or more yeais betweenundergraduatedegree
ur Info.Mountain WestCenter for RegionalStudies797- and entering graduate school. Contact 797-1728or
TSCRoom 310.
3630.
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Washington

Postage
Stamps
Western
Union
Utilities
DropBox

Mutu,1

'

Money
Orders UtahPowerPayStation
AT&T
PayStation
FihnService
Gamelicenses GiftCertificates
ATM
Banking

Logan• 555East1400North

Smithfield• 850SouthMain
(435)563-6251
(435)563-6201-Phanna
cy

(435)755-7100
(435)750-0258
-Phannacy

9 AM- 7 PM Monday
-Friday• 9 AM- 6 PM Saturday

6 AM-Midnight
Monday
-Saturday
• Closed
Sunday

MARKETPLACE
6 Pack 12 Oz. CansAssorted

Pepsior
MountainDew
Products

3 Oz.Assorted

Jennie-0

Samyang
RamenNoodles

Turkey I~,....._._..;
Breast I

I
Anyl

I
I
I
I
I

Gallonof:

Milk1
I
I
I
I

~~:;;.....~----,,iill~____,J·
,
40 Oz. Assorted

13 to 14 Oz.Assorted

CloverClub
Malt-0-Mealr--===-c=:~~ --. PotatoChips
Cereals

7 Oz.Assorted

II urn1t.z
Per ~et

I

'

I
Jeno's IOfferValidUntilA~ril1, 2000
~~P!_C;__ --1
FrozenPizza 12,~~~!;
I
FreshDeliI

8 Piece1
. Fried Chicken:
I
I
I
I
I

i~•i. _ ~
PintRed Ripe

California
trawberries

20 Oz.

Aquavista
Water

9 Roll

WesternFamily
BathTissue

12Oz.Spaghetti.
Macaronior SeaShells

·i'

WesternFamily
Pasta

I OfferValidUntil April 1, 2000
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